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1.
2.
3.
4.

In a newspaper of general circulation.
In a trade publication.
By electronic publication accessible to the general public.
By issuance of invitations for bids and request for proposals to bidders or offerors
on DRPA/PATBNxl lheb\bmZmbhg fZbebg` eblm.
5. By notification to prequalified bidders or offerors.
Affiliates: Persons are affiliates of each other if, either directly or indirectly:
1. One controls or has the power or ability to control the other, whether or not
exercised or
2. A third person controls or has the power or ability to control both, whether or not
exercised.
Agency Head: The CEO/PATCO President and his/her designee, Deputy CEO, or other
official, who is first in responsibility within an agency.
Amendment: A written alteration in specifications, delivery point, rate of delivery,
period of performance, price, quantity or other provisions of any contract.
Assignment: The transfer or taking over by another of a contract or any part of a contract
or any contractual right or duty.
Bid: A firm and unconditional offer in response to an invitation for bids.
Bidder: A person that submits a bid in response to an invitation for bids.
Bid or Proposal Security: An acceptable form of security conditioned upon the
succ^ll_ne [b]]^kxl hk h__^khkxl ^q^\nmbhg h_ Z \hgmkZ\m bg Z\\hk]Zg\^ pbma ma^ m^kfl Zg]
conditions of the invitation for bids or request for proposals and receipt of acceptable
performance security, if required. Such security is solely for the protection of the
Authority.
Certified Minority Business Enterprise/Women Business Enterprise/Veteran
Business
Enterprise/Service
Disabled
Veteran
Business
Enterprise
(MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE): A small business that has received certification as
MBE/WBE/VBE/SDVBE.1
Change Order: A printed or electronic order signed by the contracting officer directing
the contractor to make changes that the changes clause of the contract authorizes the
contracting officer to order. The change order may be either with the consent of the
contractor or a unilateral order by the contracting officer.
Construction: The process of building, altering, repairing, improving, or demolishing
any public structure or building or other public improvements of any kind to any public
-
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real property. The term does not include the routine operation or maintenance of existing
structures, buildings, or real property.
Contract: A type of written agreement, regardless of what it may be called, for the
procurement of supplies, services, or construction and executed by all parties.
Contract Compliance: A program designed to ensure the DRPA/PATCO contracting is
nondiscriminating in intent and effect. The program involves three aspects:
1. Nondiscrimination in the award of contracts.
2. Nondiscrimination by those who are awarded contracts in their solicitation and
utilization of subcontractors, manufacturers, or suppliers.
3. Nondiscrimination by those who are awarded contracts in hiring and treatment of
their employees.
Contractor: Any person that has entered into a contract with the DRPA and/or PATCO.
Contract Modification: A written alteration in specifications, delivery point, rate of
delivery, period of performance, price, quantity, or other provisions of any contract
accomplished by mutual action of the parties to the contract. Sometimes called an
amendment.
Contract Purchase Order: Written authorization from the Authority for a contractor to
proceed to furnish a material, service, or construction item.
Contracting Officer: A person authorized to enter into, administer contracts and make
written determinations with respect to contracts.
Cost Plus Percent of Cost (CPPC) Contract: A contract that provides for compensation
to the supplier in the form of reimbursement of allowable costs plus an agreed percentage
of the costs.
Debarment: Action taken to remove a person or entity from consideration for an award
of any DRPA/PATCO contract or subcontract for a specified period of time.
Deficiency Item: Work performed under a construction contract but which the design
professional, the contractor, or the inspector will not certify as being completed according
to the contract.
Delivery Date: The date, as stated within the contract, when materials are required to be
delivered or services are to be rendered.
Design/Build Contract: A construction contract in which the contractor is responsible
for both the design and construction of any public structure or other public improvements
of any kind to any public real property.
Design Professional Services: Those professional services within the scope of the
practice of architecture, geology, engineering, landscape architecture or land surveying,
including studies, investigations, surveying, mapping, tests, evaluation, consultations,
specifications, value engineering, maintenance manuals and other related services
associated with research, planning, development, design, construction, alteration or repair
of real property.
Effective Date: A date fixed by the contracting officer which is on or after the date the
contract has been fully executed by the contractor and by the purchasing agency and all
approvals required by DRPA/PATCO contracting procedures have been obtained. The
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contract shall not be a legal and binding contract until after the Effective Date is affixed
and the contract is sent to the contractor.
Electronic: Any electrical, digital, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic or other form of
technology that entails capabilities similar to these technologies. Electronic includes
transmission via a telefacsimile device.
Electronic Signature: A signature in electronic form attached to or logically associated
with an electronic record. It includes an electronic symbol (including a printed name) or a
process attached to or logically associated with a bid, contract or purchase order, and
executed, adopted or agreed upon by a person with the intent to sign the bid, contract or
purchase order. An electronic signature qualifies as an original signature.
Emergency: Existence of a threat to public health, welfare, or safety or circumstances
outside the control of an agency creating an urgency of need which does not permit the
delay involved in using formal, competitive methods.
Employee: An individual drawing a salary or wages from DRPA/PATCO whether
elected or not.
Established Catalog Price: The price included in a catalog, price list, schedule, or other
form that:
1. Is regularly maintained by a manufacturer or contractor.
2. Is either published or otherwise available for inspection by customers.
3. States prices at which substantial quantities have been sold to the general public.
Expiration Date: The date on which a contract expires. The last date when work to be
billed under the contract can be performed.
Extension of Contract: The continuation of an existing contract, with the same supplier
or contractor, which is due to expire.
Firm, Fixed Price Contract: A contract where the total amount to be paid to the
contractor is fixed and is not subject to adjustment by reason of the cost experience of the
contractor. The term includes contracts where the unit price is set but the total price
varies because actual quantities purchased deviate from the quantities estimated to be
purchased. The term also includes contracts where the price may be adjusted in
accordance with a contractually established price adjustment provision independent of the
\hgmkZ\mhkxl \hlml.
Grant: A furnishing of assistance by or to DRPA/PATCO or any person, financial or
otherwise, to any person to support a program. The term does not include an award
whose primary purpose is to procure construction for the grantor. A contract resulting
from such an award is a procurement contract and not a grant.
GSA eLibrary: Provides GSA Contract award information for all GSA programs.
GSA Schedule: A collection of Federal contracts with suppliers for products and services
within a defined category.
Invitation For Bids (IFB): All documents, including those either attached or
incorporated by reference, used for soliciting bids.
Contracting Office: The sole point of contact for the offerors to contact with any
questions regarding an ongoing procurement.
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License: Permission or authority to use personal property for specific purposes without
possessing title to, or any interest in, the property itself.
Life Cycle Cost: The total cost of the supply in terms of purchase cost, installation cost,
maintenance cost, energy cost, supply cost, and other costs.
Line Item Specific Pricing: Contract pricing which has been established with each line
bm^f aZobg` Z vli^\b_b\w hk ]^_bg^] bm^f ]^l\kbption and a set price.
Maintenance: Work that does not change the size, type, or extent of the facility. The
facility includes the component parts of an existing building or structure.
Materials: Supplies, excluding insurance.
Multi-term Contract: A contract for materials, services, or construction whose term
covers more than one DRPA/PATCO fiscal year.
Notice to Proceed: Written authorization from the contracting officer to the contractor to
perform the services or construction specified in the contract. The notice to proceed
cannot be issued until on or after the effective date of the contract.
Offeror: A person that submits a proposal in response to a request for proposals.
Office of Business Development and Equal Opportunity: An office within the B@Nxl
office with the responsibility to assure participation by, and the fair treatment of, small
and diverse businesses in DRPA/PATCO contracting opportunities.
Option to Renew: A provision of the IFB or RFP and included as a provision within the
contract which allows the continuance of a contract for an additional time period.
Options can be based on a current or pre-determined future price, or, in some cases, may
be unpriced.
Party: Any person, corporation, unincorporated association, partnership, state
governmental agency political subdivision, authority, another state, or the government of
the United States.
Performance or Proposal Bond: Security provided by a contractor solely for the
protection of the purchasing agency or using agency receiving the materials, services, or
construction, to ensure the faithful performance of the contract in accordance with plans,
specifications, and conditions of the contract.
Procurement: Buying, purchasing, renting, leasing, licensing, or otherwise acquiring any
supply, service, or construction. The term also includes all functions that pertain to the
obtaining of any material, service or construction, including description of requirements,
selection and solicitation of sources, preparation and award of contract, and all phases of
contract administration.
Procurement Description: The words used in a solicitation to describe the supply,
service, or construction to be procured. The term includes specifications attached to or
made a part of the solicitation.
Project Manager: The project manager is charged with the daily supervision of the
delivery of a supply or the performance of the services or construction and who interacts
with the contractor at the worksite or delivery location.
Proposal: An offer made in response to a request for proposal which may be subject to
negotiation and award criteria set forth in the request for proposal.
2

Purchase Order: Written authorization for a contractor to proceed to furnish a supply,
service or construction in accordance wbma ma^ m^kfl h_ ma^ HEA Zg] ma^ ZpZk]^] [b]]^kxl
bid or a contract.
Reimbursement/Invoice Basis: Payment based on submission of a request for
reimbursement or of an invoice after cash expenditures were made, after materials were
delivered, or after construction or services were performed.
Request for Proposals (RFP): All documents, including those either attached or
incorporated by reference, utilized for soliciting proposals.
Request for Qualification (RFQ): The term has a dual meaning. It is a commonly-used
name for the invitation for bids or request for proposals that is used to solicit bids or
proposals for the multiple award method of procurement. It is also sometimes used to
identify the document that solicits applications or proposals for qualification of
bidders/offerors. Responsible Bidder: A bidder that has submitted a responsive bid and
that possesses the capability to fully perform the contract requirements in all respects and
the integrity and reliability to assure good faith performance.
Responsible Offeror: An offeror that has submitted a responsive proposal and that
possesses the capability to fully perform the contract requirements in all respects and the
integrity and reliability to assure good faith performance.
Responsive Bid: A bid, which conforms in all material respects to the requirements and
criteria in the invitation for bids.
Responsive Bidder or Offeror: A person who has submitted a bid or proposal which
conforms in all material respects to the invitation for bids or request for proposals.
Responsive Proposal: A proposal which conforms in all material respects to the
requirements and criteria in the request for proposals.
Sealed Bid: A bid whose contents are not disclosed until the bid opening time. Bids are
typically submitted in sealed envelopes to meet this requirement, but electronic
submission is not prohibited so long as the purchasing agency has the electronic
capability to maintain the confidentiality of the bid until the bid opening time.
Sealed Proposal: A proposal whose contents are not disclosed until the proposal receipt
date. Proposals are typically submitted in sealed envelopes to meet this requirement;
however, electronic submission is not prohibited so long as the purchasing agency has the
electronic capability to maintain the confidentiality of the proposal until the proposal
receipt date.
Services: The furnishing of labor, time, or effort by a contractor not involving the
delivery of a specific end product other than drawings, specifications, or reports which
are merely incidental to the required performance. The term shall include the routine
operation or maintenance of existing structures, buildings, or real property. The term does
not include employment agreements or collective bargaining agreements. The term
includes utility services and those services provided by public utilities such as electrical,
telephone, water, and sewage service.
Signature: A distinctive mark or characteristic indicating identity. An electronic
signature qualifies as an original signature.
Small Business: A business in the United States which is independently owned, is not
dominant in its field of operation, employs no more than 100 full-time or full-time
3

equivalent employees, and earns less than $20,000,000 in gross annual revenues
($25,000,000 in gross annual revenues for those businesses in the information technology
sales and service business).
Small Diverse Business: A minority-owned business, women-owned business, servicedisabled veteran-business or veteran-owned business, or United States Business
Administration-certified 8(a) small disadvantaged business concern, that qualifies as a
small business. Sa^ @nmahkbmrxl N__b\^ h_ Anlbg^ll C^o^ehif^gm Zg] DjnZe Niihkmngbmr
verifies certification status to validate business designation.
Specifications: The description of the physical or functional characteristics or the nature
of a material, service, or construction item. It may include a description of any
requirement for inspecting, testing, or preparing a material, service, or construction item
for delivery.
Subcontractor: Any person, corporation, unincorporated association, partnership, state
governmental agency political subdivision, authority, another state, or the government of
the United States contracting to perfhkf iZkm, hk Zee, h_ Zghma^k ^gmbmrxl \hgmkZ\m.
Subscription: Delivery of, or access to, information in any form of media, including not
only paper (newspapers, magazines, for example), but also electronic databases from
which a DRPA/PATCO agency may query, search, receive or otherwise obtain
information and possibly generate reports.
Supplier: A bidder, offeror, or contractor offering to provide materials and/or services to
DRPA/PATCO. May also be referred to as a vendor.
Supplies: General purpose consumable items which commonly have a shorter life span in
use than equipment and machines, and which are stocked for recurring use.
Suspension: The temporary disqualification of a person or entity from consideration for
an award of any DRPA/PATCO contract or subcontract for a period of up to three (3)
months pending further investigation or the completion of legal proceedings if there is
probable cause for debarment.
Work Statement: A detailed description of services to be performed by a contractor.
Written or Writing: Includes the electronic format.
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Summary of Methods of Awarding Contracts

What to Buy

Uniforms

Supplies & Equipment
Supplies and Equipment.
Operational and other
Services, Construction &
Maintenance.
Engineered and Technical
Services, Construction &
Maintenance.
Supplies and Equipment.
Operational and other
Services, Construction &
Maintenance.
Engineered and Technical
Services, Construction &
Maintenance.

Supplies, Services,
Equipment

Construction & Maintenance

When it is used
Uniformed personnel
require new uniform
components.
Low value purchase.
Vendor accepts card &
uses standard terms of
sale.
Low value purchase and
vendor accepts our
standard terms. Also
o^g]hk ]h^lgxm Z\\^im
card or value exceeds PCard limit.
Low value purchase and
vendor accepts our
standard terms. Also
o^g]hk ]h^lgxm Z\\^im
card or value exceeds PCard limit.
Normal method of
purchasing supplies,
services and equipment.
Specifications are welldefined. Purchase order
can be used to define
terms.
Specifications are welldefined. Purchase order
not adequate to define
legal arrangement.

Procurement
Method

Dollar Limit

Who Buys
It/Contract
Document

Uniform
Card

Annual limit set by individual need.
Maximum $500.

Uniform Card
holder/No purchase
order.

Purchasing
Card

Transaction and monthly purchase limits set
based on need. Transaction maximum is
$2,400

P-Card Holder/No
purchase order

No-Bid

$10,000 per transaction for construction
contacts.
$5,000 for all other transactions.

Purchasing/Standard
purchase order.
Contracts
Admin/Standard
Contract
Purchasing/Standard
purchase order.

Informal Bid

<$25,000 per transaction
Contracts
Admin/Standard
Contract

Competitive
Sealed Bid

Unlimited.
t%25,000 g^^]l BDN Zg] AhZk] ZiikhoZe.
t%100,000 also need committee approval.

Purchasing/Long form
purchase order.

Competitive
Sealed Bid

Unlimited.
t%25,000 g^^]l BDN Zg] AhZk] ZiikhoZe.
t%100,000 Zelh g^^] \hffbmm^^ ZiikhoZe.

Contracts
Admin/Contract
through legal

Unlimited.
t%25,000 g^^]l BDN Zg] AhZk] ZiikhoZe.
t%100,000 also need committee approval.
Unlimited.
t%25,000 g^^]l BDN Zg] AhZk] ZiikhoZe.
t%100,000 Zelh g^^] \hffbmm^^ ZiikhoZe.
Unlimited.
t%25,000 g^^]l BDN Zg] AhZk] ZiikhoZe.
t%100,000 Zelh g^^] \hffbmm^^ ZiikhoZe.
>No-Bid to Unlimited.
>$10,000 needs CFO, Deputy CEO or CEO
approval and written justification.
t%25,000 g^^]l BDN Zg] AhZk] ZiikhoZe.
t%100,000 also needs committee approval.
>No-Bid to Unlimited.
>$10,000 needs CFO, Deputy CEO or CEO
pre-approval plus written justification after
purchase.
>$25,000 also needs Chair or Vice-Chair
pre-approval if available and CEO and full
Board approval after purchase.

Contracts
Admin/Contract
through legal
Contracts
Admin/Contract
through legal.
Contracts
Admin/Contract
through legal.

Services, Equipment,
Construction & Maintenance

Specifications are not
well-defined.

Competitive
Sealed
Proposals

Services of individuals from
consulting engineering firms

Special skills needed on
a temporary basis.

Engineering
Services

Services of individuals with
specific technical skills other
than engineering

Staff needed to augment
permanent work force.

Temporary
Employees

All

Only one supplier can
satisfactorily meet
authority needs in the
time allowed. Also
expert witnesses.

Sole Source

All

Bona fide business
requirements do not
allow time for formal
procurement process.

Emergency
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Depends on nature of
service as indicated
above.

Depends on nature of
service as indicated
above.

Competitive Sealed Bidding.
1. Conditions for Use.
a.

Contracts must be awarded through competitive sealed bidding method of
award as dictated by threshold levels described in this Procurement Manual.

b.

Competitive sealed bidding is the traditional and usual method (as dictated
by threshold levels described in this Procurement Manual) of contractor
selection. It is normally used when the supply, service, or construction can be
satisfactorily described and price is the only factor to be considered in the
award, after bidder responsibility is determined.

c.

There is limited discretion in the award process. Discretion is limited to:
1. Discretion in determining bidder responsibility.
2. Discretion in determining whether the bid is responsive.
3. Discretion to reject all bids.

2. Invitations for Bids (IFBs).
a.

The document, either paper or electronic, which is issued for the solicitation
of bid, is IFB.

b.

The IFB must include:
1. A procurement description.
2. Criteria to determine acceptability, including instructions and information
for bidders.
3. Evaluation criteria of approved equals, where applicable.
4. All contractual terms (whenever practical) and conditions applicable to the
procurement; i.e., delivery or performance schedules, warranty, bonding,
and security requirements.
5. Signature page, unless the bid received via the electronic procurement
system.

c.

The procurement description is the words used in the solicitation to describe
the supplies, services, or construction to be procured. The term includes the
specifications. The specifications must be attached to or made a part of the
solicitation.

d.

The criteria to determine acceptability of approved equals may include:
inspection, testing, quality, workmanship, delivery, and suitability for a
particular purpose.

e. There are obvious disadvantages if all the contract terms and conditions are
not included in the IFB including:

-,

1.
2.
3.
4.
f.

Lengthier contract process.
No meeting of the minds.
Common standard is possibly changed.
Undisclosed criteria may be used to favor one bidder over another.

The IFB establishes the common standard upon which all bidders must
submit their bids.

3. Public Notice.
a.

Adequate public notice must be given within a reasonable time prior to the
bid opening date.
1. v@]^jnZ\rw h_ in[eb\ ghmb\^ bl pbmabg ma^ iheb\r-making power and
discretion of the Authority.
a.

The acceptable methods of public notice include any of the
following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Electronic publication which is accessible to the general public.
Advertisement (relating to the use of trade publications).
Issuance of IFBs to bidders on the solicitation mailing list of
the Authority.
Publication in a newspaper of general circulation.
Where prequalification is a requirement of submitting a bid,
notification to all contractors who have been prequalified by
the Authority.
a)

As a minimum, all contracting opportunities for supplies,
services, and construction over $25,000 shall be published
^e^\mkhgb\Zeer Zm ma^ CQO@/O@SBNxl p^[lbm^.
b) Copies of IFBs must be made available to any interested
person upon request to the Authority.
c) The Authority may establish procedures for the distribution
of IFBs including the imposition of a reasonable fee to
reimburse the Authority for the costs of photocopying and
mailing.
2.

Bidder must be given a reasonable time between the date of public notice
and the bid opening to obtain a copy of the IFB to prepare their bids and to
ln[fbm ma^bk [b]l. vQ^ZlhgZ[e^ Sbf^w bl pbmabg ma^ ]bl\k^mbhg h_ ma^
Authority and will be published in the IFB.

--

4. Bid Opening.
a.

Bids must be opened publicly in the presence of one or more witnesses at the
time and place designated in the IFB.

b.

The Authority must record and make available for public inspection, the
following information:
1. The name of each bidder;
2. The amount of each bid; and
3. Any other relevant information as may be specified by regulation.

c.

The prepared written record of the bidders and bid information must be
posted to the web or available in hard copy as soon as reasonably possible.

5. Bid Acceptance and Evaluation.
a.

Any bid received after the time and date set for bid opening is late and shall
not be considered for award unless the bid would have been timely but for
the action or inaction of Authority personnel directly serving the procurement
activity.

b.

Bids must be unconditionally accepted without alteration or modification
except as authorized by law or in the IFB.

c.

Bids must be evaluated based upon the requirements set forth in the IFB.
1. The Authority must determine whether a bid is acceptable based upon the
terms and conditions of the IFB.
2. It is important to note that the acceptability evaluation is not documented
fok ma^ inkihl^ h_ ]^m^kfbgbg` pa^ma^k hg^ [b]]^kxl bm^f bl lni^kbhk mh
Zghma^k [nm hger mh ]^m^kfbg^ maZm Z [b]]^kxl h__^kbg` bl Z\\^imZ[e^ Zl l^m
forth in the IFB.
3. The Authority must also evaluate the bids in accordance with the
evaluation criteria which may affect bid prices and the order of award.

d.

In order to be acceptable, a bid must be responsive, that is, it must conform in
all material respects to the requirements in the IFB.
1. A slight or immaterial variance from the terms and conditions or the
specifications contained in the IFB does not destroy the competitive
character of the bid so as to require rejection. Those errors which
superficially deviate from normal practice do not taint an otherwise
acceptable award if the discrepancy does not transgress the actual terms of
the bid instructions.
-.

2. The IFB should reserve the right for the Authority to waive technical
defects or immaterial items. Therefore, waiving a defect is not an
automatic violation of competitive bidding. Instead, it must be determined
whether the waiver of any defects will cause the competitive bidding
process to be noncompetitive.
3. If the variance in a bid gives the bidder an advantage or benefit not
enjoyed by other bidders, competitive bidding is destroyed. Mandatory,
competitive bidding requirements must be followed.
e.

A bidder cannot modify its bid by removing exceptions to the bid instructions
or by supplying missing documentation required by the bid instructions.
Once a bid is opened, it cannot be modified.

f.

Once a bid is determined to be nonresponsive, it may not be made responsive
after bid opening regardless of the reason for the failure to conform.
Responsiveness of a bid is determined within ten (10) business days from
the bid itself, not evidence outside of the bid documents.

6. Award.
a.

Award must be made within 120 days after bid opening unless extensions of
the date for the award are made by mutual written consent of the contracting
officer and the lowest responsible and responsive bidder.

b.

Award must be made to the lowest responsible bidder whose bid meets the
requirements and criteria set forth in the invitation for bids unless all bids are
rejected or the lowest responsible and responsive bidder is allowed to
withdraw his or her bid.
1. @ vk^lihglb[e^ [b]]^k hk h__^khkw is a person who has submitted a
responsive bid or proposal and possesses the capability to perform the
contract requirements in all respects and the integrity and reliability to
assure good faith performance.
2. @ vk^lihglbo^ [b]]^k hk h__^khkw bl Z i^klhg who has submitted a bid or
proposal which conforms in all material respects to the IFB or RFP.
3. vKhp^lmw bl `^g^kZeer ]^m^kfbg^] [r ikb\^ unless otherwise defined in the
IFB.

c.

Sa^ \hgmkZ\mbg` h__b\^k fZr lheb\bm Z ohengmZkr ]bl\hngm _khf ma^ vehp^lmw
responsible bidder only in an effort to obtain a lower price. If the bidder
refuses to give a voluntary discount, this does not provide the contracting
officer with grounds to reject the bid or to contact any other bidders and seek
a voluntary discount.

d.

Within 30 days of the bid opening, bid security, if required, must be returned
to all but the lowest and next to lowest bidders then under consideration for
contract award.
-/

e.

Once contracting officer has determined the lowest responsible and
responsive bidder, a purchase order or contract shall be prepared.

7. Special Circumstances.
a.

Where the Authority terminates a contract and the termination is within a
reasonable time of the receipt of bids and the next lowest responsible bidder
is willing to enter into a contract at the bid price the next lowest responsible
bidder originally submitted, no rebidding is necessary. Prior to awarding the
contract, the contracting officer should determine that the contractor and
subcontractors required to be disclosed or approved by the Authority
continue to be eligible bidders.

8. Resolving Tie Bids.
In the procurements where two or more responsive and responsible bidders have
bid the exact same amount (as may be defined in the solicitation) for a line item
(if award is being made by line item) or for the entire bid (if the award is being
made for all line items), the contracting office must break the tie.
In the event of identical bids, the Authority may exercise a geographical
preference for non-federally funded procurements, otherwise, will flip a coin as a
fair and impartial method to determine the apparent low bidder. The contracting
office will identify a time and date to flip the coin and invite the tie bidders to
witness the process. If the Bidders choose not to attend, the contracting office
will ensure that a neutral party acts as witness, and document the process and coin
toss results to the contract file.
B. Competitive Sealed Proposals.
1. Conditions of Use.
a.

The Authority may use the competitive sealed proposal method; generally
referred to as the Request For Proposals (RFP) process when the contracting
officer determines that the use of competitive sealed bidding is either not
practicable or advantageous to the Authority.
1.

vOkZ\mb\Z[e^w ]^ghm^l paZm fZr [^ Z\\hfiebla^] hr put into practical
application. It is not practicable to use competitive sealed bidding when
the Authority:
a.
b.

c.
2.

Hl l^^dbg` Z \hgmkZ\mhkxl lhenmbhg mh Zg @nmahkbmr g^^]<
Wants to give the offerors flexibility in the contents of their
proposals in terms of the material, services, or construction
offered; or
Has difficulty preparing a detailed procurement description.

v@]oZgmZ`^hnlw \hgghm^l Z cn]`f^gmZe Zll^llf^gm h_ paZm bl bg ma^
@nmahkbmrxl [^lm bgm^k^lm. J^r ^e^f^gml bg ]^m^kfbgbg`
advantageousness are the desire to consider criteria other than price in
the award process and, in particular, criteria that are subjective in
nature.
-0

b.

A justification for use of this procurement method should be attached to the
request for proposal sent to contracts administrator.

2. Issuing Department Responsibilities.
The Issuing Department (Requesting Department)
a. Drafts the RFP.
b. Establishes a checklist identifying mandatory requirements
c. Fixes the qualitative evaluation criteria and weights for evaluating
proposals, and prepZk^l l\hkbg` la^^ml _hk ma^ ^oZenZmbhg \hffbmm^^xl nl^
prior to the opening of proposals.
d. Selects the members of the evaluation committee.
e. Acts as the sole point of contact for questions about the RFP, in
collaboration with Contract Administration.
f. Conducts a pre-proposal conference coordinated by the procurement
office, if desired. For Federally funded procurements, the pre-proposal
meeting cannot be mandatory.
g. Screens all proposals received to ensure that they meet mandatory
requirements and are responsive.
h. Ensures that all evaluation committee members have signed an Evaluation
Committee Certification of Confidentiality and No Conflict of Interest
form. Reviews of signed forms, conflicts interviews and other questions
are handled by the Inspector GenekZexl N__b\^, pbma \hglnemZmbhg pbma
General Counsel.
i. After receipt of the signed Evaluation Committee Certification of
Confidentiality and No Conflict of Interest forms, certified by the
Inspector General, from each member of the evaluation committee,
distributes copies of the technical submittals to the evaluation committee
members. Note: Legal counsel to the evaluation committee is not required
to sign the form.
j. Reviews and scores the cost submittals received.
k. Requests clarification of proposals from offerors as determined necessary
to ensure responsiveness to the solicitation and thorough understanding of
the proposals.
l. Collects all Technical scores; calculates total scores (including cost
scores) for each proposal, and ranks proposals accordingly.
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m.Decides whether to solicit Best and Final Offers and, if desired, requests
Best and Final Offers from offerors, consistent with the terms of the RFP.
n. Conducts pre-selection negotiations, if desired, consistent with the terms
of the RFP.
o. Prepares and submits the recommendation for contractor selection to the
contracting officer.
p. Upon selection, conducts contract negotiations.
q. Schedules and conducts any requested debriefing conferences, if such
conferences are held.
3. Evaluation Committee.
a. The evaluation committee should be composed of a minimum of three
Authority employees who possess technical and managerial expertise in the
appropriate field. Once appointed to the committee, no committee member,
whether voting or non-voting, may meet or discuss the RFP or related
matters with offerors or other committee members except in formal,
scheduled meetings of the committee or as the issuing office may direct and
arrange.
b. Evaluation Committee Responsibilities.
The Evaluation Committee:
1. Evaluates the technical merit of responsive proposals using the scoring
sheets provided by the issuing office.
2. If clarification of a proposal is needed, communicates the need for
clarification to the issuing office and assists the issuing office in
communicating with those offerors whose proposals need clarification.
3. Q^ihkml mh ma^ bllnbg` h__b\^ ma^ k^lneml h_ ma^ ^oZenZmbhg \hffbmm^^xl
technical evaluation.
4. Keeps the proposals confidential, disclosing or discussing the
information with no one (including other Authority employees) except
counsel or in meetings of the evaluation committee.
4. Solicitation Document.
a. Competitive sealed proposals are solicited through a Request for Proposals
(RFP). The RFP Template must be used to create the RFP. The RFP template
can be found on the Authority web site, Procurement, Forms section.
b. The RFP establishes the common standard that ensures fair and just
competition among qualified offerors. RFPs should provide offerors with all
-2

information needed to prepare proposals that meet the using Aumahkbmrxl
needs. The Authority should not disclose the amount of money available for
the contract unless the CFO has previously provided a written determination
to allow the disclosure.
c. The RFP consists of all documents, including those either attached or
incorporated by reference, used to solicit proposals. An RFP, including all
drafts, is confidential until public notice has been given.
d. RFP format and content:
RFPs should be presented in the following five parts:
1. Part I, General Information for the Offeror. This part is used to
inform offerors of the general conditions under which the RFP is
issued. It should include a general description of the needed material,
service or construction; the date of any preproposal conferences; the
proposal response dat^< Zg] bg_hkfZmbhg hg ma^ @nmahkbmrxl
commitment to small diverse businesses.
2. Part II, Information Required from Offerors. This part provides
instructions on the format and nature of the information that offerors
must provide in the proposal, including requiring the information to
the submitted in three separate submissions, the technical proposal,
the political disclosure documents and certifications, and the cost
information.
3. Part III, Criteria for Selection. This part states the factors,
including technical, cost, and small diverse business participation,
used to evaluate proposals. It establishes the relative importance of
the election criteria. A fair competition requires that all offerors
understand the basis upon which the Authority will make its
selection. Only those factors or criteria stated in this Part shall be
used to evaluate proposals. Note: The weighting of the criteria must
be fixed prior to opening the proposals.
4. Part IV, Work Statement. This part is the most important portion of
the RFP. Generally, the more precise and complete this part of the
RFP is, the greater the probability of receiving proposals that meet the
needs of the issuing office. Part IV should provide a detailed
description of the needed materials, services, or construction. The
Work Statement may include the objectives to be achieved;
parameters of measurement; reporting requirements; and
segmentation of the work into specific tasks.
5. Part V, Contract Terms and Conditions. The standard contract
terms and conditions appropriate for the type of RFP being issued
should be included in the RFP.
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5. Public Notice. The Authority shall give public notice of RFPs in the same manner
used for the competitive sealed bidding method. The Issuing Office must
provide potential offerors with sufficient time to prepare their proposals.
Normally, no fewer than 30 calendar days should be allowed for submission of
proposals.
6. Issuance. The RFP will be available for download from the Authority web site in
standard electronic format.
7. Questions. An offeror must submit questions regarding an RFP in accordance
with the requirements of the applicable RFP document. Questions are due no
later than the date indicated on the Calendar of Events and must be submitted in
the appropriate format and using the proper method of submittal.
a.

An offeror who submits a question after the deadline date for receipt of
questions indicated on the Calendar of Events assumes the risk that its
proposal will not be responsive or competitive because the Authority may
not be able to respond before the proposal receipt date or in sufficient time
for the Offeror to prepare a responsive or competitive proposal.

b.

When submitted after the deadline date for receipt of questions on the
Calendar of Events, the Issuing Officer may respond to questions of an
administrative nature by directing the questioning Offeror to specific
provisions within the RFP.

c.

To the extent that the Issuing Officer decides to respond to a nonadministrative question after the deadline date for receipt of questions
indicated on the Calendar of Events, the answer must be provided to all
offerors through an addendum to the RFP.

d.

The issuing office must prepare and publish (by posting on the Authority
website), no later than five business days prior to the proposal receipt date,
written responses to all questions received before, during and after the
preproposal conference. These answers constitute a formal amendment to
the RFP.

8. Preproposal Conference.
a.

If the Authority desires a preproposal conference, the issuing office uses
the opportunity to:
1.

Explain the background of the RFP to offerors who intend to submit a
proposal;

2.

Emphasize portions of the RFP considered especially important;

3.

Answer any written questions previously submitted by the potential
offerors; and
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4.

Provide potential offerors with an opportunity to ask additional
questions, in writing, on forms provided during the preproposal
conference.
a. The preproposal conference should be scheduled one to three
weeks after the RFP has been issued. The potential offerors should
be given a reasonable opportunity to review the RFP prior to the
preproposal conference.
b. The issuing officer will normally arrange and conduct the
conference. The introductory portion of the conference should be
written and read, not improvised. Throughout the preproposal
conference, special care should be exercised not to alter any of the
RFP provisions or to give the potential offerors information which
should remain confidential, including the amount of money
available for the contract.

9. Receipt of Proposals.
a. Offerors must submit their proposals to ensure receipt by the Authority
prior to the proposal response date and time established in the RFP for
receipt of the proposals.
b. Proposals must be submitted in the format and in the manner specified in
the RFP.
c. The issuing office shall time and date stamp, and record the receipt of
those proposals received in paper form as they are received.
d. There is no public opening of proposals. The issuing office shall open the
proposals so as to avoid disclosure of their contents to competing offerors
or anyone else who has not signed a confidentiality statement and provide
a copy of each proposal to the Inspector General, and if necessary General
Counsel, who shall review the proposals initially to determine proposal
compliance with respect to the Political Disclosure and Certification
Forms.
e. Upon completion of review for compliance, for all proposals that
Inspector General and/or General Counsel has determined to be compliant,
the issuing office shall:
1.

Give the technical submittals to the evaluation committee
chairperson for distribution to evaluation committee members;

2.

Retain the cost submittals; and
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10. Evaluation.
The proposal evaluation procedure consists of six major steps.
a.

b.

Step 1 j Proposal Responsiveness
1.

In this step the Inspector General and, if necessary General Counsel,
determine whether the proposal is compliant with respect to Political
Disclosure and Certification Forms. No value judgment is made at
this step in the evaluation.

2.

If a proposal does not meet one or more RFP requirements that has
[^^g ]^lb`gZm^] Zl vfZg]Zmhkrw ma^ ikhihlZe fnlm [^ k^c^\m^].
F^g^kZeer, ma^k^ Zk^ Zm e^Zlm mak^^ vfZg]Zmhkrw k^jnbk^f^gml; ma^
proposal must be timely submitted, the Political Disclosure form is
submitted, and the proposal must be signed by the offeror. The
Authority may add other mandatory requirements, but should
consider the consequences (absolute rejection with no discretion to
consider) before adding other mandatory requirements.

3.

If a proposal does not meet an RFP term that is not labeled as
vfZg]Zmhkrw, bm lahne] [^ ^oZenZm^] ng]^k Rm^i 2 h_ mabl ikh\^]nk^
only if the issuing office determines, after consulting with General
Counsel, that the deficiency is a technical, waivable defect.

4.

The offeror should be informed immediately if the Authority
determines that a proposal must be rejected. That Authority shall
document all reasons for the rejection of a proposal so the issuing
office, if requested, can debrief the offeror.

Step 2 j Preliminary Evaluation
1.

The evaluation committee scores and ranks the responsive technical
submittals based on the criteria listed in the RFP. To reduce the
subjective factor and ensure that each voting member of the
evaluation committee applies reasonably consistent judgment to each
proposal with respect to all other proposals and voting members of
the evaluation score sheet prepared by the issuing office. The scoring
sheets must be signed and retained for two (2) years.

2.

The Inspector General shall review the Political Disclosure form for
conflicts or potential conflicts of interest with the evaluation
committee, Issuing Office, Executive Staff and Commissioners.

.,

c.

d.

Step 3 j Discussions for Clarification
1.

The evaluation committee may ask the issuing office to seek
clarification from an offeror to assure full understanding of and
responsiveness to the RFP. Requests for clarification generally occur
]nkbg` ma^ ^oZenZmbhg \hffbmm^^xl ik^ebfbgZkr evaluation but may
occur anytime prior to contract execution.

2.

The offeror may not materially alter or add to its proposal after the
opening; any changes must be in the nature of clarifications. The
issuing officer, on behalf of the evaluation committee, shall make all
contacts with the offeror, in writing. Each offeror contacted will be
requested to respond in writing, making reference to specific
paragraphs or sections of its proposal needing clarification.

Step 4 j Cost Evaluation
1.

e.

The issuing office reviews and ranks-in order of lowest to highest u
the cost submittals that meet the RFP requirements.

Step 5 j Best and Final Offers. (not applicable to Brooks method)
1.

Usage. To the extent provided in the RFP, the issuing office may
conduct discussions and negotiations with offerors for the purpose of
obtaining best and final offers.
a. Those offerors, which the issuing office has determined to be not
responsible or whose proposals the issuing office has determined
to be not responsive, shall not be invited to participate in the Best
and Final Offers process.
b. In order for an offeror to participate in the Best and Final Offers
process, the issuing office must determine that the submitted and
gathered financial and other information of the offeror
demonstrates that the offeror possesses the financial and technical
capability, experience and qualifications to assure good faith
performance of the contract.
c. In order for an offeror to participate in the Best and Final Offers
process, the score for its technical submittal of the proposal must
be in the competitive range as determined by the Evaluation
Committee.
d. The issuing office may further limit participation in the Best and
Final Offers process to those remaining responsible offerors which
the issuing office has, within its discretion, determined to be
reasonably capable of selection.
.-

e. It is imperative that offerors selected to submit a Best and Final
Offer be accorded fair and equal treatment with respect to any
opportunity for discussion and revision of proposals.
2.

Procedure. The issuing office will send a letter only to those offerors
deemed eligible to participate using the criteria above. The letter will
invite eligible offerors to improve their cost submittal. To obtain Best
and Final Offers, the issuing office may do one or more of the
following, in any combination and order: request written information
that revises the original submittals; schedule oral presentations;
conduct a reverse online auction; enter into pre-selection negotiations.
a.

If the issuing office conducts a reverse online auction to receive
Best and Final cost proposals, the names of the offerors may not be
disclosed during the auction.

b.

If the agency wants to proceed with pre-selection negotiations, it
must request and receive approval from the Chief Financial Officer
and/or General Counsel. Pre-selection negotiations should be
considered when:
1.

If after an initial BAFO two or more offerors remain
sufficiently close in total points and the issuing officer
wishes to determine the final parameters of a contract with
each of the offerors prior to making a selection. This
condition would require a re-scoring of the specific areas of
the technical submittals that were modified based on the
pre-selection negotiations.

2.

After identification of the highest scoring offeror, the
issuing officer needs that offeror to agree to make a change
in its proposal prior to making the selection. Changes may
be to overall cost or technical requirement.

c. The issuing office, or the evaluation committee chairperson or
designee, will conduct the pre-selection negotiations. Evaluation
committee members should be available to assist the negotiators.
d. The contents of other proposals should not be disclosed during the
negotiations or at any time during the Best and Final Offers phase.
e. Where appropriate, the offeror should be given an explanation of
ma^ @nmahkbmrxl k^Zlhg _hk Zgr k^jn^lm^] \aZg`^, ^li^\bZeer pa^g
the offeror appears reluctant to accept the change.
f. After negotiations of each issue, the issuing office should state the
agreement reached on that issue. The agreement needs not be
precisely what either the Authority or the offeror are willing to
accept should a contract ensue.

..

g. At the conclusion of pre-selection negotiations, the Authority
should ask the offeror to confirm its revised offers, in writing, in
the form of a revised proposal.

f.

3.

The evaluation committee will review any revised technical
submittals and assign final technical scores based on the criteria listed
in the RFP.

4.

The Inspector General and/or General Counsel will evaluate any
revised submittals for compliance with respect to the Political
Disclosure and Certification Forms.

5.

The issuing office will review and score any revised cost submittals
received.

Step 6 j Final Evaluation.
1.

After any Best and Final Offer process, the evaluation committee will
report the results of its technical evaluation and forward all working
papers to the issuing office.

2.

Sa^ bllnbg` h__b\^ pbee \hf[bg^ ma^ ^oZenZmbhg \hffbmm^^xl _bgZe
technical scores, and the final cost scores in accordance with the
relative weights assigned to these areas and fixed for the RFP prior to
the opening of the proposals.

3.

The issuing officer will rank responsible offerors according to the
total overall score assigned to each, in descending order. The offeror
with the highest overall score will be recommended for selection for
contract negotiations.

4.

The issuing officer will submit its recommendation to the Authority
contracting officer for approval on a Recommendation Memo.

5.

Even after submission of the recommendation, the proposals and the
recommendation shall be kept confidential.

11. Selection for contract negotiations.
a.

The recommendation is submitted at the committee for review and
recommendation for full Board action. Copies of all rankings shall be
provided to the Board for review upon request; these rankings must be kept
confidential.

b.

The Authority has the discretion to reject all proposals or cancel the request
for proposals, at any time prior to the time a contract is fully executed,
when it is in the best interest of the Authority. The reasons for the rejection
or cancellation shall be made part of the contract file, but need not be
disclosed to the bidders/offerors.

./

12. Offeror Notification. The issuing office will notify all offerors in writing of the
offeror selected for contract negotiations.
13. Negotiations with selected offeror.
a.

Preparation for negotiations.
1. Negotiations are discussions between the Authority and the offeror for
the purpose of arriving at a common understanding of contract
essentials-such as technical requirements, schedules, diverse business
participation, prices, and terms. Because of the interrelations of these
Zg] hma^k _Z\mhkl, g^`hmbZmbhg bl Z ]b__b\nem vZkmw k^jnbkbg` ma^ ^q^k\bl^
of judgment to a large degree, demanding tact and common sense in an
attempt to reach a point that will satisfy interests of both parties.
2. Contract negotiations take place after the selected offeror has received
written notification that its proposal has been selected for contract
negotiations.
3. The Authority will designate the contract negotiating team, to include
individuals with technical, contracting, fiscal, and legal expertise.
a.

Sa^ \ab^_ g^`hmbZmhk laZee \hg]n\m Z f^^mbg` h_ ma^ @nmahkbmrxl
negotiating team prior to the first negotiating session to discuss the
negotiating objectives and strategy and to establish a unified
negotiating position. The Authority should provide the chief
negotiator with a draft contract that will be used as a basis of
discussion. At a minimum, the team should:
i.
ii.
iii.

b.

b.

Ensure there is a clear mutual understanding of the work
statement.
Agree on the inclusion of all required contract provisions
and required clauses.
Determine a fair and reasonable price or cost estimate.

The team should prepare techniques, including logical presentation
of facts, data, and arguments, to use in the negotiation. The
negotiation strategy should not include force, threats, or coercion.
This does not mean, however, that the agency should accept
offeror positions that are detrimental to the Authority. The strategy
should consider the long-range effect on the mutual relationship of
the parties to be reflected in the contract.

Conducting Negotiations.
1.

The chief negotiator shall contact the selected offeror to make the
arrangements for the negotiations.

2.

The chief negotiator is responsible for the overall conduct of the
negotiations and should:
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a. Ensure the integrity of the negotiation process;
b. Rely heavily on the other team members; and
c. Ensure that a mutual understanding has been reached before
conclusion of the negotiation session.

c.

3.

Fair and reasonable compensation shall be determined through
negotiation. The chief negotiator may tell the offeror that a
ghgl^e^\m^] h__^khkxl ikb\^l hk kZm^l p^k^ ehp^k maZg ma^ l^e^\m^]
h__^khkxl ikb\^l hk kZm^l, hk maZm ma^k^ pZl Z vln[lmZgmbZew hk
vlb`gb_b\Zgmw ]bfference in price, in an attempt to negotiate price or
rate reductions. However, the agency shall not reveal any specific
]heeZk Zfhngml, hk Zgr ]b__^k^g\^)l* [^mp^^g ma^ l^e^\m^] h__^khkxl
price and the prices in other cost proposals.

4.

If the Authority cannot reach a final, mutual agreement with selected
offeror, then the Authority should formally terminate negotiations
with the original selected offeror and initiate negotiations with the
next highest-ranked offeror if that offeror has agreed to hold its
proposal open for negotiation. However, the Authority cannot move
to the next highest-ranked offeror solely because of a failure to
negotiate a lower price with the original selected offeror, as the cost
weighting has already been factored into the overall ranking. In the
event the Authority cannot enter into a contract at the final price
h__^k^] [r ma^ hkb`bgZe l^e^\m^] h__^khk, ma^ @nmahkbmrxl himbhgl Zk^
limited to canceling the solicitation and re-issuing the RFP.

5.

Prior to conclusion of negotiations, the Authority negotiating team
should assure itself that the selected offeror fully understands the
details of the contract requirements, particularly the work statement.
A negotiating team member should record all agreements reached and
other pertinent portions of the negotiations.

Notification of Award. When negotiations have been successfully
completed and the issuing office has received the final negotiated contract
signed by both parties, the issuing office will notify the other offerors in
writing of the award and of the opportunity for debriefing.

14. Debriefing.
a.

Upon notification of award, offerors whose proposals were not selected
will be given the opportunity to be debriefed if provided for in the RFP.
The issuing office shall schedule and conduct the debriefing at a mutually
agreeable time. 0BG8) *A B998EBENF 8K8E6=Fe of the opportunity to be
debriefed does not constitute nor extended the time for filing a protest.

b.

The purpose of the debriefing is for the offeror to learn why its proposal
was unsuccessful. Information given during a debriefing conference must
be factual and precise. The offeror is looking for justification for its lack of
success. Therefore, an offeror should be informed where its proposal failed.
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c.

The debriefing should be written beforehand and read to the offeror during
the debriefing conference. The evaluation committee should participate in
drafting the written debriefing notes that will be read to the offeror, though
it is not required that members of the evaluation committee be present at
the debriefing conference. The issuing office may provide a copy of the
]^[kb^_bg` ghm^l maZm Zk^ k^Z] mh ma^ h__^khk. Hm bl bg ma^ @nmahkbmrxl [^lm
interest to record all questions asked and responses given during the
conference.

d.

The debriefing should not compare the offeror to any other offeror. The
offeror can, and should, [^ Z]obl^] h_ ma^ kZgdbg` h_ ma^ h__^khkxl ikhihlZe
in relation to the proposals submitted by other offerors for each of the three
major selection criteria (technical, cost, and small diverse business
participation). At the discretion of the issuing office, the debriefing may
point out key differences between the successful offeror being debriefed.

e.

The successful proposal and contract, with any non-public information
redacted, or a link to where posted online, shall be provided upon request.

C. Small Procurements.
1. Conditions of Use.
a. The dollar amount of the procurement must be less than the threshold amount
of $25,000.
b. Small procurements do not require the approval of the Board of
Commissioners prior to the award of the contract.
2. Small No-Bid Procurements.
a. The Authority may grant permission for the procurement of a supply or
service on a no-bid basis for procurements which do not exceed $5,000.
b. The Authority may grant permission for procurement on a no-bid basis of
construction projects that do not exceed a total construction cost of $10,000.
c. The procuring officer will obtain a price for the procurement that is
competitive.
3. Small Informal Bid Procurements.
a. The Authority may grant permission to make procurements using informal
bid procedures in amounts under $25,000.
b. Small, informal bid procurements are made using bid procedures deemed
appropriate under the circumstances by the Purchasing Manager or the
Manager, Contracts Administration.
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c. A minimum of three written (may be email or facsimile) bids from
responsible vendors are required.
4. Procurement requirements cannot be artificially divided so as to constitute a small
procurement.
5.

Annual procurements of $25,000 or more for similar items normally acquired
from a single source are to use formal procurement procedures.

6.

The Authority shall maintain a record listing of all small procurements for a
minimum period of five years from the contract end date. The record shall
contain:
a. DZ\a \hgmkZ\mhkxl gZf^.
b. The amount and type of each contract.
c. A listing of the supplies, services, or construction procured under the
contract.

7.

The Authority strongly encourages the use of small diverse businesses for small
procurements.

8.

Small procurements should not reflect a pattern of repeated procurement from the
same contractor and should reflect a cost which is equal to or less than the market
price. An exception to this stipulation would be where there are a limited number
of contractors and utilizing others would result in procurements above market
price.

D. Sole Source Procurement.
1. Conditions of Use.
a.

b.

Sole source procurement may be used when the contracting officer
determines in writing, that one of the following conditions exists:
1.

Only a single contractor is capable of providing supplies, services, or
construction in the time frame required and/or in a satisfactory manner.

2.

A federal statute or regulation exempts supplies, services or
construction from a competitive procedure.

3.

The services are to be provided by expert witnesses.

4.

The services involve the repair, modification, maintenance, or
calibration of equipment and are to be performed by the manufacturer
h_ ma^ ^jnbif^gm hk [r ma^ fZgn_Z\mnk^kxl Znmahkbs^] ]^Ze^k Zg]
Authority CEO (or designee) determines bidding not to be appropriate
under the circumstances.

The written justification for sole source must be included in the contract file
and must be signed by the approving person.
.3

c.

The prospective contractor and subcontractors must be determined to be
qualified and eligible to contract with the Authority.

d.

Small, no-bid procurements are not considered sole source procurements.

2. Approval.
a.

The use of a sole source procurement will be the rare exception, must
always be justified in writing and must be approved by the CFO, CEO or
Deputy CEO if the purchase cost exceeds $10,000. The Purchasing
Manager, Purchasing Agent and Manager Contracts Administration have
delegated approval authority to approve written sole source justification
requests at or below $10,000. Approval for sole source procurements equal
to or greater than $25,000 must be obtained from the CFO, CEO, or Deputy
CEO and the Board prior to forwarding a contract to the contractor for
signature. Under no circumstances shall a contractor be advised a contract
will be awarded on a sole source basis before the required sole source
approvals are obtained as well as ratification by the Board and a fully
executed contract.

b.

Sole source requests equal to or greater than $100,000 must be approved on
a separate SS&R by the Board of Commissioners of the Authority.

c.

Where outside counsel or a litigation consultant is selected by the Office of
General Counsel, the Authority shall not be required to prepare written sole
source justification so long as the firm being assigned is on the current
Qualified Counsel List approved by the Board. A copy of the SS&R
outlining the Qualified List shall be inserted in the contract file or appended
to the contract for legal services.

d.

For financial advisors, money managers or underwriters selected by the
Authority, the CFO shall not be required to prepare written sole source
justification so long as the firm being assigned is on the current Qualified
Financial Professionals list approved by the Board. A copy of the SS&R
outlining the Qualified List shall be inserted in the contract file and
appended to the contract for financial services.

e.

For expert witnesses selected by Authority attorneys, the using department
shall not be required to seek sole source selection approval of the expert
witnesses. A brief justification shall be inserted in the contract file or
appended to the contract.

3. Justification.
a.

Justification should be kept to the minimum necessary to clearly and
concisely support the sole source decision. Unsupported personal opinion,
i^klhgZe Z\jnZbgmZg\^ pbma ma^ \hgmkZ\mhk, hk ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl ikbhk
association with the agency is not in itself acceptable justification for a sole
source award. Terms and phrases ln\a Zl vngbjn^ ^qi^kb^g\^w, vngbjn^er
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jnZeb_b^]w, vhger jnZeb_b^] \hgmkZ\mhkw, Zg] lbfbeZk nglniihkm^] Zg]
meaningless statements will not be acceptable justification.
b.

Sole source justification should include, but not be limited to, the following
pertinent items:
1. If timing is a factor supporting sole source procurement explain:
a.
b.
c.

Who established the time frame and the logic used.
Possible specific consequences of altering the time frame.
How long the Authority has known that supplies, services, or
construction was needed and why the contract process was not
started earlier.

2. Describe specific efforts taken to locate other contractors. Statements
ln\a Zl v\hgmZ\m^] l^o^kZe \hgmkZ\mhkl Zg] gh hg^ bl bgm^k^lm^]w Zk^ ghm
acceptable. If individuals are contacted, show names and telephone
numbers of persons contacted.
3. If the sole source situation results from a lack of response to a former
competitive effort, describe the follow-up efforts and the reasons for the
non-response. Also, explain why further advertising is not possible.
4. Identify previous contracts between the Authority and the contractor
during the past three years. For each contract, show beginning and
ending date, contact number, amount of the contract, and whether the
contract was awarded competitively or on a sole source basis.
5. If the procurement is exempt from competitive bidding by statute, attach
a copy of the specific section of the published document or statute that
exempts the service from competitive bidding.
4. The BhkihkZm^ R^\k^mZkrxl Office shall maintain a record listing of all sole source
contracts for a minimum period of five years from the contract end date. The
record shall contain:
a.
b.
c.

DZ\a \hgmkZ\mhkxl gZf^.
The amount and type of each contract.
A listing of the supplies, services, or construction procured under the
contract.

5. The Contracting Office issuing the purchase order or contract to the supplier shall
send a Political Disclosure form and Certification requiring completion.
Conflicts review shall be completed by the Inspector General prior to award of
any sole source contracts are recommended to the Board. See review Political
Disclosure and Pay to Play certifications policies for obligations of completion.
E. Emergency Procurement.

.5

1. Conditions of Use. The CEO or Deputy CEO may make or authorize others to
make an emergency procurement when:
a.
b.

A threat to public health, welfare, or safety exists.
Circumstances outside the control of agency create an urgency of need
which does not permit the delay involved in using more formal, competitive
methods.

2. Selection Process. Whenever practical, at least two bids shall be solicited.
3. Preapproval. All emergency procurements which exceed $10,000 must be
preapproved by the CFO, CEO or Deputy CEO. Emergency procurements greater
than $25,000 require CFO, CEO or Deputy CEO and Chair and Vice-Chair
approval unless the Authority can establish that because of the nature or time of
the emergency, the Chair and Vice-Chair were not available or that time would
not permit prior contact with the department. Emergency purchases equal to or
greater than $25,000 must be ratified by the full Board, at the next Board meeting
following the event.
4. Justification. A written justification of the basis for the emergency and for the
selection of the particular contractor shall be reviewed and signed by the required
approvers and included in the contract file.
5. Record Listing. The BhkihkZm^ R^\k^mZkrxl Office shall maintain a record listing
of all emergency contracts for a minimum period of four years from the contract
end date. The record shall contain:
a.
b.
c.

DZ\a \hgmkZ\mhkxl gZf^.
The amount and type of each contract.
A listing of the supplies, services, or construction procured under the
contract.

F. Competitive Selection Procedures for Technical Services (Other than
Engineering).
1. Conditions of Use.
a.

This is the procedure for procuring the services of accountants, temporary
workforce or services, and other professional services except engineering
and architectural professional services.

b.

The Authority is not required to use this method if procurement is otherwise
authorized as a small procurement sole source procurement or emergency
procurement.

2. Statement of Qualifications.
a.

Persons engaged in providing professional services may submit statements
of qualifications and expressions of interest in providing these services.

/,

b.

When professional services are needed on a recurring basis, the contracting
officer can also actively solicit persons engaged in providing such services
to submit annual statements of qualifications in a prescribed, uniform
format.

c.

Persons may amend the statements at any time by filing a new statement.

3. Request for Proposals.
a.

This method requires the issuance of a RFP which provides adequate notice
of the need for the services.

b.

The RFPs must:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Describe the required services.
List the type of information required of each offeror.
State the relative importance of the particular information.
State the evaluation factors.

4. Discussions.
a.

The contracting officer may conduct discussions with any responsible
offeror.

b.

The discussions cannot disclose any information derived from proposals
submitted by other offerors.

5. Award and Negotiation of Contract.
a.

Award is made to the responsible offeror determined, in writing, by the
contracting officer to be the best qualified based on the evaluation factors
set forth in the RFPs.

b.

Fair and reasonable compensation shall be determined through negotiation.

c.

If compensation cannot be agreed upon with the best qualified responsible
offeror, then negotiations will be formally terminated with the offeror and
negotiations may be initiated with the offeror who is the next best qualified.

/-

G. Procurement of Design Professional Services.
1. Conditions for Use.
a.

These are the methods for procurement of engineering and architectural
professional services.

b.

In addition, design professional services can be procured as small
procurements, sole source procurements, and emergency procurements,
where applicable.

c.

Right-of-way acquisition assistance services to be provided in conjunction
with the planning, development, design, construction, alteration, or repair of
bridges and highways shall also be procured in accordance with this method
of procurement.

2. Policy.
a.

Hm bl ma^ @nmahkbmrxl iheb\r mh in[eb\er Zgghng\^ k^jnbk^f^gml _hk ]^lb`g
professional services in accordance with the Authokbmrxl _hkfZe
advertisement threshold of $25,000 and to award contracts for design
professional services on the basis of demonstrated competence and
qualification for the types of services required.

b.

Evaluation Committees shall be established to review the qualifications,
experience, and work of design professionals seeking contracts with
purchasing agencies.

3. Evaluation Committees Procedures.
a.

The committees shall give notice of projects requiring design services.

b.

If desired, the committees may conduct discussions with three or more
professionals regarding anticipated design concepts and proposed methods
of approach to the assignment.

c.

The committees shall evaluate the design professionals based upon the
following factors:
1.

A distribution of contracts to design professionals that avoids a
concentration of contracts among a few firms.

2.

Particular capability to perform the design or construction services for
the contract being considered.

3.

Geographic proximity of the design professional to the proposed
facility.

4.

Available to the personnel necessary to perform the services required
by the project.
/.

5.
d.

Any other relevant circumstances peculiar to the proposed contract.

The committees shall select, based upon the criteria established by the
Operations and Maintenance Committee and the five evaluation factors
stated above, design professionals deemed to be the most highly qualified to
provide the services required.

4. Selection of Design Professional.
a.

Selection method for the Authority Engineering department shall include:
1.

The Chief Engineer or his/her designee shall recommend to the
Operations and Maintenance Committee design professionals
determined to be the most highly qualified. The Operations and
Maintenance Committee shall recommend for final Board approval
firms recommended by the Evaluation Committee.

2.

The Chief Engineer shall negotiate with the firm determined to be the
most qualified for design professional services at a fee which is
determined to be fair and reasonable to the Authority.
a.

In determining the fee, the Chief shall take into account the
estimated value, scope, complexity, and professional nature of the
services to be rendered.

b.

If the Authority is unable to negotiate a satisfactory contract with
the firm considered to be the most qualified at a fee which the
Chief determines to be fair and reasonable, negotiations with that
firm shall be formally terminated and the Chief shall then
undertake negotiations with the firm determined to be the second
most qualified firm.

c.

If the Authority is unable to negotiate a satisfactory contract with
the second most qualified firm, the Chief shall formally terminate
negotiations and undertake negotiations with the third most
qualified firm.

d.

If the Authority is unable to negotiate a satisfactory contract with
any of the selected firms, the selections committee shall select
additional qualified firms and the Authority shall conduct
negotiations in the order established by the Chief Engineer in order
of the most qualified firms.

H. Record Retention
Documents supporting bid evaluations shall be retained by the
Okh\nk^f^gm/BhgmkZ\mbg` N__b\^ bg Z\\hk]Zg\^ pbma ma^ @nmahkbmrxl Q^\hk] Q^m^gmbhg
Policies.
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7OHVZLX - T DOXLYOURKY HTK 8LRLNHZPUTY
A. Thresholds
1. General. The following not to exceed thresholds apply for procurements by
the appropriate Authority Contracting Departments (Purchasing and Contract
Administration) and individual departments for purchasing cards and uniform
cards.
2. Contract Value
a. The estimated dollar value of the original contract term is the dollar
amount that will be considered when determining whether or not a
purchase falls within a procurement threshold. Renewal option years and
amounts are not included in the contract value when making this
determination.
b. An original contract period must not be set at a shorter time frame with the
intention of keeping the contract within a dollar threshold.
B. Thresholds for Specific Procurements. The following not to exceed thresholds
apply:
1. Purchasing Card $2,400
2. Small, No Bid Procurements
a. Supplies and services $5,000
b. Construction contracts $10,000
3. Small, Informal Bid Procurements < $25,000
4. Formal Procurements
a. t%25,000 k^jnbk^l AhZk] ZiikhoZe.
5. Sole Source Procurement
a. >$10,000 requires CFO, CEO or Deputy CEO approval.
b. t$25,000 also requires Board approval.
6. Emergency procurement
a. > $10,000 requires CFO, CEO or Deputy CEO approval.
b. > $25,000 requires the additional approval of the Board Chairman or Vice
Chairman and the emergency purchase must be ratified by the full Board
at the first Board meeting after the emergency event.
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7OHVZLX . T CLRLJZPTN D_VL UM 7UTZXHJZ
A.
1.

The selection of an
type of contract and contract costs are
and should be considered
The objective is to
a
type and price that includes reasonable
risk and
provides
with the greatest incentive for efficient and
When there is a need for using other than a
firm
must be
before award of the
whether
accounting system will permit timely
d
of necessary cost data in the form required by the specific
contract
and is adequate to allocate costs in
accordance with
. This may be
critical where a
type of contract is
being considered and all current or
with the
has been on a

2.

A
may be one of the
types or a
of
the t
below. COST-PLUS-A-PERCENTAGE-OF-COST
CONTRACTS ARE PROHIBITED.

B. Firm,

Firm,
proper pricing under

designed to
1.

contracts are of several

Types. The
type of contract
provides f a firm price or, under
may
provide for
price for the supplies, services, or
which are
for an
price, the
contract may fix a
or
price. Unless otherwise
provided in the
such
or
price is
subject to
only if required
the
of any
contract clause which provided for equitable
or other revision of the contract price upon the occurrence of
event or
contract types are generally
line item specific bid pricing or established catalog
bid pricing.
a.

Basic

The basic
contract provides for a price which is not
subject to an
reason of the cost experience of the
in the
the
This type of
contract places
risk upon
Because the
assumes full
in
form of profits or
losses, for all costs under or over the firm
price, he or she has a
profit incentive for effective
control and contract
Use of the basic
is
suitable for use in
when reasonably
work
and
/2

available and whenever fair and reasonable costs can be established
the
b.

With
The
contract with escalation provides for the upward and
revision of the stated contract price upon the occurrence of
which are specifically defined in the
The
in a basic
contract are reduced by
the inclusion
escalation provisions in which the parties
agree to revise the
price upon the happening of a prescribed
escalation is agreed upon, upward
shall be limited to
of a reasonable ceiling, and
provisions will be
for
in those
instances where the prices or
shall fall below the base levels
provided in the contract. The
generally covers the
increase in labor costs due to an increase in
wage
or union contract
or other costs such as fuel, which
are beyond the direct control of the

c.

Plus
The
plus incentive contract is a firm,
type of
contract
provisions for
of profit and
of the
contract price by a formula based on the
which
total cost bears to total target costs.
incentive contracts are
when the
supplies, services,
being procured are of such a
nature that assumption of a degree of cost
by the
is likely to provide
with a positive profit incentive
for effective cost control and

d.

Price

at a
Time or
This type of
contract provides for
for an initial period of
contract
and
price
either upward or
at a stated time or times during the
of the
This
of contract is
in the
of supplies, services,
where
is possible to negotiate fair and
established prices for an
initial period but not for subsequent
of contract
This type of contract should not be used
1.

It has been established
that a
contract does not fulfill the
established by the
the
2.
The
accounting system is adequate for

3.

The prospective pricing period can be made to conform
with
operations of the
accounting
/3

4.

2.

Reasonable assurance exists that price
will be taken
at the time or times

Time and
provides
the
the basis
a.

Direct labor hours at specified fixed hourly rates (which
direct and
labor,
and

rates
b.

Material at cost which could include handling and
expenses. This type of contract does not afford the
positive profit
to control the cost of the
materials or
manage his labor force
The time and
materials contract
used only where
is not possible at the
time of placing the contract
estimate the extent or duration of
the work or to
costs
any reasonable degree of
confidence. This type of contract is
used for
of repairs,
or overhaul work,
work to be
in emergency
If this type of
is
used, the contract should show a ceiling price which the
exceeds at his own

3.

The
time and materials type of contract
supplied by the

of
are
4.

The time and materials contract
of supplies, services, or
on

type of contract is a variant
only in that materials

Unit Price

The unit prices for the supplies, services,
to be provided are established in the contract with an
total
The
is paid in accordance with the

unit
5.

C.

A contract where supplies, services, or
provided at no cost to the
The

type of
contract
for
to the
of allowable costs incurred
in the p
of
to the extent prescribed in the
This type of contract establishes
of total cost for the purpose of
of funds and a ceiling which
may not exceed
(except at his own risk)
prior approval
subsequent
of
the
The
contract is
for use only when
the
involved in contract
are of
that cost of
cannot be estimated with
to permit use of any type of
essential
that the
cost accounting system is adequate for
of costs applicable to the contract and
Authority

/4

personnel during
will give reasonable assurance that
or wasteful methods are not being
1.

A
contract is a
type contract under which the
receives no fee
but is
only for an agreed
of its allowable costs. A
contract
suitable for those
which cover
research projects which
sponsored by the
and the
with benefit
the
in lieu of full monetary
of costs. In
of this benefit, the
agrees to absorb a portion of
costs of
This type of
contract is used for
research and
work
with
educational
other
or other research and
work
the results of the
contract may have
benefit to the

2.

Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee Contract. The
contract is
type contract with provisions for a fee
which is adjusted by formula in accordance with the
which
total
costs bear to target costs. Under this type of
there
is
a target cost, a target fee, a
and
fee, and a fee
After
of
the
the fee payable to
is
in
accordance with the
The provision
increase or decrease of
fee is designed to provide an incentive for
effort on the part
of the
to manage the contract

3.

Cost-Plus-A-Fixed-Fee Contract. The
contract is
a cost
type of contract which provides for the
of
a fixed fee to the
The fixed fee, once
does not
vary
actual cost, but may be adjusted as a result of any subsequent
changes in
work or services to be
under the
Because the fixed fee does not vary in relation to the
ability
to control costs, the
contract provides the
with only a
incentive for
control of costs. This type of contract usually used for the
of research or
study where the level of effort
required is
The fixed fee shall
exceed 10 percent of the
cost of the
exclusive of the
as
at
the time of entering into such
Payment
for
will be designed to provide the A u t h o r i t y
with a measure of assurance that
performs the work or
before complete p
is

D. Performance Based Contract. The
based contract is one
an incentive to the
to surpass stated
targets
for increases in fee or profit to the extent such
targets are surpassed
for decreases to the extent such targets are not met.
The incentive
for increases or decreases, as
is
applied to
targets rather than
The
/5

incentive should relate to specific
areas or milestones which
have been very
established
specified in the
Performance incentives present complex problems
contract
and should be approached with
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7OHVZLX 0 T 7UTZXHJZUX BLYVUTYPIPRPZ_
A. Requirements. The Authority resolutions require that contracts for the
procurement of supplies, services and construction be awarded to responsible bidders
and offerors.
B. Responsible.
1.

In order to be considered Z vk^lihglb[e^ [b]]^kw hk Z vk^lihglb[e^ h__^khkw,
the bidder/offeror must possess the capability to fully perform the contract
requirements in all respects and the integrity and reliability to assure good
faith performance.

2.

vQ^lihglb[e^w bfieb^l ma^ Z[bebmr mh i^k_hkf ma^ \hgmkZ\m Zg] `h^l mh ma^
capacity of the bidder, offeror, or contractor rather than its willingness to
i^k_hkf hg ma^ @nmahkbmrxl m^kfl.

3.

@ [b]]^kxl/h__^khkxl \ZiZ\bmr mh i^k_hkf bgoheo^s not only its ability to meet
quality, quantity and time requirements, but its business integrity to assure
honest, good faith performance.

C. Responsibility Determination.
1.

Rbg\^ ma^ AhZk] k^lhenmbhg k^jnbk^l ZpZk] mh Z vk^lihglb[e^w [b]]^k hk
offeror, contracting is explicitly required to make an affirmative
]^m^kfbgZmbhg h_ Z [b]]^k hk h__^khkxl k^lihglb[bebmr ikbhk mh ZpZk]. Enkma^k,
contracting is required to make a responsibility determination prior to
requesting a best and final offer when the competitive sealed proposal (RFP)
method of procurement is utilized.
Determining responsibility is an affirmative duty, and the contracting office
may not presume that all bidders or offerors are responsible. However,
because this duty is ongoing, a determination of responsibility earlier in the
procurement process shall not preclude contracting from finding a bidder or
offeror not responsible later in the process and until a contract is fully
executed.

2.

Sa^ ]^m^kfbgZmbhg h_ vk^lihglb[e^w k^jnbk^l ma^ ^q^k\bl^ of sound judgment
and will necessarily involve much subjectivity. If the @nmahkbmrxl
bgo^lmb`Zmbhg ]bl\ehl^l Z ln[lmZgmbZe k^Zlhg _hk Z _bg]bg` h_ vghm k^lihglb[e^w,
it may award the contract to a higher bidder. In the absence of evidence
tending to show bad faith or corrupt motives by the Authority, the award of a
contract to a higher bidder, after an investigation, will not be stricken.

3.

If the contracting office or its designee, determines that a bidder/offeror is not
responsible, the bidder/offeror shall be declared ineligible to receive the
contract in question. The contracting office must document its reasons for its
finding of not responsible and include the documentation with the contract
file.

4.

A hearing is not required to determine a bidder or of_^khkxl vk^lihglb[bebmrw.
Due process rights are not violated by the absence of a hearing on whether a
company is a responsible bidder/offeror. However, a bidder or offeror does
0.

have the right to protest the rejection of its bid/proposal because of a finding
h_ vghm k^lihglb[e^w. Hg ma^ ^o^gm h_ Z ikhm^lm, ma^ Authority has the sole
discretion as to whether to conduct a hearing. The Authorityxl decision not to
hold a hearing can only be reversed if they exercised their discretion with bad
faith, fraud, capricious action or abuse of power. Where the record contains
sufficient unchallenged facts necessary to make the required determination,
no hearing is required. If there are no disputed material facts necessary to
make the responsibility determination, then the Authority has not abused its
discretion by refusing to hold a hearing.
D. Contractor Integrity Provisions.
1.

Authority contracts contain provisions to ensure that contractors doing
business with the Authority maintain high standards of integrity.

2.

It is essential that those who seek to contract with the Authority observe high
standards of honesty and integrity. They must conduct themselves in a
manner that fosters public confidence in the integrity of the Authority
procurement process.

E. Qualification Requirements in Solicitation Document.
1.

Invitations for Bids may require bidders to furnish information with their bids
to evidence their responsibility.
a. The purpose of such a requirement is to assist the Authority in its
investigation and determination of ma^ [b]]^kxl k^lihglb[bebmr.
b. @ [b]]^kxl _Zbenk^ mh ikhob]^ k^jnbk^] bg_hkfZmbhg pbma bml [b] \Zg k^lnem bg
rejection of the bid as not responsive.
c. The submitted information should not be compared with the information
of other bidders as one bidder cannhm [^ ]^m^kfbg^] mh [^ vfhk^
k^lihglb[e^w maZg Zghma^k [b]]^k. H_ ma^ ln[fbmm^] bg_hkfZmbhg _hkf ma^
ehp^lm k^lihglbo^ [b]]^k k^lneml bg Z _bg]bg` h_ vk^lihglb[e^w, ma^ Z`^g\r
cannot elect to award the contract to the next highest bidder, because it is
more responsible (e.g. more qualified, more experience, better customer
satisfaction).

2.

Requests for Proposals may require offerors to furnish information with their
ikhihlZel bg k^`Zk] mh ma^ h__^khkxl jnZeb_b\Zmbhgl, ^qi^kb^g\^, d^r i^klhgg^e
qualifications, education, resources, facilities and equipment.
a. The submitted information can be used by the Authority to determine the
h__^khkxl k^lihglb[bebmr.
b. Provided that the RFP included evaluation criteria related to qualifications,
experience, key personnel qualifications, education, resources, facilities
and equipment, etc., the evaluation committee can evaluate and score the
h__^khkxl ln[fbllbhg.

3.

Reference Checks. Invitations for Bids and Requests for Proposals may also
require bidder/offerors to submit names and telephone numbers of contact
persons for clients for whom they have furnished materials or provided
service. The Authority is not limited to contacting only the references
provided by the bidder/offeror.
0/

F. Post-submission Responsibility Investigation.
1.

The Authority is not limited in its investigation to reviewing information
provided by the bidder/offeror with its bid/proposal. Prior to award of the
contract, the Authority can request a bidder or offeror to supply financial,
educational, and experience information as well as references in order to
make a responsibility determination.

2.

The Authority can use other resources such as Dun & Bradstreet reporting
services, public corporation filings, news and internet searches, published
consumer rating programs, and certification programs as tools to determine
responsibility. The Authority should not base a determination of
nonresponsibility on a single bad item or report unless the behavior or
financial condition highlighted in that report is of a sufficiently serious nature
as to call into question the ability or integrity of the bidder or offeror to
perform the contract.

3.

Upon receipt of the proposals, and until a contract is fully executed, the
Authority should take any steps it determines are necessary to ensure that a
bidder or offeror is responsible, which may include requesting further
clarification from the bidder/offeror as appropriate. If a bidder or offeror is
]^m^kfbg^] ghm mh [^ k^lihglb[e^, ma^ [b]]^kxl [b] hk h__^khkxl ikhihlZe laZee
be rejected and notice should be sent to the bidder/offeror immediately.

G. Clear Performance Standards. To ensure mutual understanding of the
@nmahkbmrxl ^qi^\mZmbhgl, ma^ \hgmkZ\m lahne] \hgmZbg \e^Zk i^k_hkfZg\^ lmZg]Zk]l,
which are comprehensive, measurable and enforceable. Clear performance
standards will make enforcement of the contract much easier.
H. Liquidated Damages. It is sometimes appropriate to use a liquidated damages
clause to ensure timely performance by a contractor. A liquidated damages clause
fixes damages at a certain amount in the event that the contractor does not
perform as required by the contract. If performance is not made by the date
specified, the amount to be paid by the Authority will be reduced by the agreed
upon amount for each hour/day of delay in performance.
1. @ vKbjnb]Zm^] CZfZ`^lw \eZnl^ bl oZeb] b_;
a. The amount stated as damages bears a reasonable relationship to either the
amount of actual damages incurred or an amount which could have been
anticipated by the parties when they entered into the contract.
b. The monetary damages that would be caused by the breach are incapable
or very difficult to determine.
2. Burden of Unanticipated Event. Unless otherwise indicated in the contract or
purchase order, the contractor is presumed to undertake the burden of an
unanticipated event unless the event rises to the level of an act of God or the
event was caused or created by the Authority.
3. Additional Cost. Since a liquidated damages clause represents a form of
guarantee of timely performance and since it requires the contractor to assume
certain risks, the amount paid by the Authority for the supply, service or
construction will generally be higher than a similar procurement without such
a clause.
00

I. Incentives for Good Performance. When the Authority wants to encourage a
contractor to complete performance as quickly as possible and in advance of the
completion date, it may want to consider including an incentive clause in the
contract which would monetarily reward the contractor for early delivery or
completion of a project.
J. Immediate Action for Poor Performance: If a contractor fails to meet a term or
condition, immediate action must be taken, but should be progressive as suggested
below:
1.

Initially that action may involve contacting the contractor and asking them
the reason behind the failure. If the contractor provides a satisfactory
response, the issue and the response should be documented.

2.

If the contractor either fails to respond, provides an inadequate response, or
continues to have performance problems, continue to document the
performance issue and issue a cure letter requesting a formal response as to
root cause, and proposed corrective actions, including timing. This letter
should be issued by the respective Contracting Officer.

K. Qualified Persons to Determine Qualified Bidder/Offeror. The Authority
should ensure that it has assigned qualified individuals to evaluate the bids and
proposals. For complex RFPs, the Authority may want to consider retaining some
experts in the industry to assist in preparing the RFPs and in the evaluation of the
proposals.
L. Performance to Payment. A contractual tool for ensuring satisfactory
performance is to provide for payment only upon satisfactory completion of
identified tasks.
M. Good Project Oversight/Management is Essential. The Authority should ensure
that it aZl Zllb`g^] ma^ vkb`am i^hie^w mh ho^kl^^/Z]fbgblm^k/fZgZ`^ ma^
contract/project. The project manager should: be knowledgeable about the
particular product or service; have a thorough working knowledge and
understanding of the requirements of the contract; frequently visit the project site;
schedule and attend job meetings; provide immediate notice of problems to the
contractor; prepare and maintain records/reports on contractor progress/issues;
inspect work; authorize payment for satisfactorily-completed work; and contact
@nmahkbmrxl e^`Ze \hngl^e pa^g ikh[e^fl Zkbl^. Ehk \hfie^q \hgmkZ\ml, ma^
Authority may want to consider retaining an expert in the industry to assist in
reviewing and in inspecting the product or work. Monitoring is needed to ensure
that the contractor is meeting the terms and conditions of the procurement
documents. Monitoring will include, but not limited to, items such as on-time
delivery, responsiveness, completion of all requirements, and quality of supply or
service provided.
N. Scoring of Technical Proposals j RFPs.
1.

Criteria for Selection. RFPs must state the factors that will be used to
evaluate proposals. Those factors generally include technical, cost, and small
diverse business participation. The weighting of the criteria must be fixed
prior to opening the proposals.

2.

Scoring. When Technical criterion is given the greatest weight, it should
have the greatest impact on the selection decision. Therefore, the evaluation
committee must score Technical submittals fairly, carefully and seriously so
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that, for example, if there is a big difference between the experience and
qualifications of two offerors, the Technical scores reflect that big difference.
Similarly, if an offerorxl k^lihgl^ bl ]^_b\b^gm k^`Zk]bg` Z d^r k^jnbk^f^gm l^m
_hkma bg ma^ QEO, ma^g ma^ h__^khkxl _bgZe m^\agb\Ze l\hk^ lahne] [^
significantly lower than offerors whose response met the requirement.
3.

Hg^eb`b[bebmr h_ TglZmbl_Z\mhkr S^\agb\Ze Rn[fbmmZel. QEOxl now provide that
in order for a proposal to be considered for selection for best and final offers
or selection for contract negotiations, the score for its technical submittal of
the proposal must be within the competitive range as defined by the
Evaluation Committee.. This will eliminate from consideration those
proposals for which the committee has found the Technical Submittals to be
unsatisfactory and which may be otherwise selected because of a great Cost
and Small Diverse Business participation score.

O. Prequalification.
1.

The Authority may determine in advance who are responsible bidders and
refuse bids from those who, after treating all alike, they determine are not in
that class.

Noncollusion and Bid-Rigging.
A. Definition of Bid-Rigging. The concerted activity of two or more persons to
determine in advance the winning bidder of a contract let or to be let by the
Authority.
B. Prohibited Activities. It is unlawful for any person to conspire, collude, or
combine with another in order to commit or attempt to commit bid-rigging.
Unlawful bid-rigging includes:
1. Agreeing to sell items or services at the same price.
2. Agreeing to submit identical bids.
3. Agreeing to rotate bids.
4. Agreeing to share profits with a contractor who does not submit the low bid.
5. Submitting prearranged bids, agreed-upon higher or lower bids or other
complementary bids.
6. Agreeing to set up territories to restrict competition.
7. Agreeing not to submit bids.
C. Simultaneous Bids. It is not unlawful for the same person to simultaneously
submit bids for the same work or a portion thereof, as a proposed prime contractor
and subcontractor.
D. Noncollusion Affidavits. All IFBs and RFPs should include the requirement for
bidders and offerors to provide a noncollusion affidavit with their bids/proposals.
A form of a noncollusion affidavit is found in the Appendix of Forms. The
noncollusion affidavit must state whether or not the person has been convicted or
found liable for any act prohibited by federal or state law in any jurisdiction
involving conspiracy or collusion with respect to bidding on any public contract
within the last three years. The noncollusion affidavit must provide that the
02

i^klhgxl lmZm^f^gm hg ma^ Z__b]Zobm maZm a^ aZl [^^g \hgob\m^] hk _hng] ebZ[e^ _hk
any act prohibited by federal or state law in any jurisdiction involving conspiracy
or collusion with respect to bidding on any public contract within the last three
years does not prohibit the Authority from accepting a bid from or awarding a
contract to that person but may be grounds for:
1.

Rejection of the bid/proposal on the basis of lack of responsibility; and/or

2.

Suspension or debarment.

E. Investigation. Whenever the Authority suspects that a bidder may have engaged
in bid-rigging or collusion activity, the matter must be referred to the Office of
General Counsel for review and, if necessary, further action.

03
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A.
1.

The Authority may, after reasonable notice
the
involved and reasonable
for the
to be heard, debar
a
from
for the award of

2.
3.

The decision to debar shall be based upon
evidence that a cause for
has
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of records, making false

or receiving

b. Commission of fraud or a
offense or other
or
of, approval of, or acquiescence in such activities by a
or any
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or other
associated
1.
2.
3.

Obtaining
to
Performing a public contract or

The
acceptance of the benefits derived from the conduct
shall be deemed evidence of such
or
c.

Violation of federal or state

d.

Violation of any federal or state law

e.

Violation of any federal or state

f.

Violation of any federal or state law
minimum wage standards, or
in wages, or child labor

g.

Violation of the

h.

Violation of any federal or state law
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j.

campaign

hours of
wage

Compensation

by any agency or
any other
Three or more occurrences where a
for a

k.

of the federal
has been
but not limited to,
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any of
l.

Failure to comply with terms of an Authority
but not limited to:
failure to
perform in accordance with the terms of one or
a history of failure to
or
of one or more

2.

Offering unbalanced

3.

Failure to complete the work in the time frame specified in

4.

Being declared in default on prior work or

5.

Failure to submit
the

6.

Making false
or failing to provide
to cooperate with the appropriate C
Office
General, or Office of General Counsel

7.
l.

or forms required

in
of business as a

Any other act or omission
business
and directly affect the present
by the

of laws or

,
in the

a lack of skill,
or business honesty that
of a person as

4.

Mitigating Factors and Seriousness of Violation. The Authority shall
take into
the seriousness of
and any

5.

Period of
three

A

may be for a period of not more

6.
a.

b.

After the person has been given notice of the
the
to be heard, the Authority
The decision
1.
2.

c.

7.

issue a

State the reasons for the action
Inform the person involved of the right to

A copy of the

decision shall be sent to the person, any
party or any
party that has provided
notice to the Authority of that party's interest in the

of Decision and Appeal. The
decision shall be deemed
and conclusive unless the person, within 30 days after receipt of the
files a protest or request for review.
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8.
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such person
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such award,
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B.
1.
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that there are
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CEO approves the
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A. Nondiscrimination as a Contract Requirement.
1. The
Nondiscrimination/Sexual
Harassment
Clause.
Every
DRPA/PATCO contract shall contain the Nondiscrimination/Sexual
Harassment Clause (Nondiscrimination & Sexual Harassment Clause)
which bars discrimination in employment because of race, color, ancestry,
religion, sex, national origin (including those for whom English or a
second language or those who may have legal status as immigrants),
marital status, sexual preference, physical handicaps, medical condition or
age.
2. Contract Compliance. The Nondiscrimination/Sexual Harassment clause
requires contractors to complete and submit to the DRPA/PATCO the
Contract Compliance Data Form. This provides the Authority with the
capability to determine if contractors are complying with the assurances
provided in the Nondiscrimination/Sexual Harassment Clause.
B. Nondiscrimination as a Responsibility Factor.
1. The Competitive Sealed Bidding Method of Awarding Contracts for
Construction. When using the Competitive Sealed Bidding method of
awarding contracts for construction, contracts should include a
determination of contractor responsibility in regard to nondiscrimination
pbma k^li^\m mh ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl ikhihl^] nl^ h_ LADl Zg] VADl bg ma^
performance of the contract.
C. Exemptions. The Nondiscrimination requirements do not apply to the following:
1. Contracts awarded to agencies for persons with disabilities;
2. Grants and licenses;
3. Where application would jeopardize the receipt of federal funds.

1-
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A. Requirement to Provide Bid or Proposal Security. In the case of an IFB, an
QEP Z`Zbglm Zg HSP, hk Zg QEO )ma^ vlheb\bmZmbhgw*, [b]]^kl hk h__^khkl fZr [^
required to provide a bid or proposal security.
B. Acceptable Forms of Security. The acceptable forms of bid or proposal security
are:
1.

Certified Check.

2.

Bank Check.

3.

Bond provided by a surety company authorized to do business in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, State of New Jersey, Delaware or New
York.

4.

Irrevocable letter of credit.

5.

Certificate of Deposit.

6.

Certificate of Insurance.

7.

Another form of security as specified in the IFB, ITQ, or RFP.

C. Amount of Security. At minimum, the security shall be a percentage identified in
the bid or the minimum value specified in the solicitation.
D. Noncompliance. When the solicitation requires security, noncompliance with the
lheb\bmZmbhgxl bglmkn\mbhgl [r ma^ [b]]^k hk h__^khk k^jnbk^l maZm ma^ [b] hk ikhihlZe
be rejected.
E. Return of Bid Security. When the solicitation requires security, the Agency
shall, within 30 calendar days of bid opening, return the bid security to all but the
lowest and 2nd lowest bidders under consideration for contract award.
F. Bid Withdrawal. If a bidder or offeror is permitted to withdraw its bid or
proposal prior to award, no action shall be taken against the bidder or offeror or
their security. The security must be returned to the supplier when a withdrawal is
permitted.

1.
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A. Prior to Bid Opening. Bids may be modified or withdrawn by written notice, or
in p^klhg, [r Z [b]]^k hk ma^ [b]]^kxl k^ik^l^gmZmbo^ b_ ma^ k^jn^lmhkxl b]^gmbmr bl
made known and a receipt for the bid is signed.
B. After Bid Opening. A bidder is entitled to withdraw an erroneous bid after bid
opening provided:
1.

The bidder requests relief.

2.

The bidder presents credible evidence with the request that the reason for
the lower bid price was a clerical mistake as opposed to a judgment mistake
and was actually due to an unintentional arithmetical error or an
unintentional omission of a substantial quantity of work, labor, material, or
services made directly in the compilation of the bid.

3.

The request for relief and supporting evidence must be received by the
contracting officer within three business days after bid opening, but before
award of the contract.

4.

The contracting officer shall not permit a bid withdrawal if the bid
withdrawal would result in the award of the contract on another bid of the
same bidder, its partner, or a corporation or business venture owned by or in
which the bidder has a substantial interest.

5.

If a bidder is permitted to withdraw its bid, the bidder cannot supply any
material or labor or perform any subcontract or other work agreement for
the awarded contractor, without he written approval of the contracting
officer.

6.

If a request for withdrawal is denied by the DRPA/PATCO, and the bidder
refuses to enter into a contract or to perform under the contract, the bidder or
its surety shall be liable to the DRPA/PATCO for damages.

1/
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A. Termination Provisions. Contracts shall contain provisions allowing
DRPA/PATCO to terminate the contract for unacceptable contractor performance,
eZ\d h_ Zg ZiikhikbZmbhg h_ _ng]l Zg], pa^k^ ZiikhikbZm^, _hk ma^ @nmahkbmrxl
convenience.
B. Order of Precedence. For an order of precedence in the event of a conflict in the
language in the contract, attachments, and items incorporated by reference, the
contract should specify an order of precedence. The preferred order of precedence
for contract interpretation is the contkZ\m, ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl ikhihlZe, Zg] ma^g ma^
RFP.
C. Required Clauses. (Clauses to be provided by Legal Department)
1.

All contracts shall include the following clauses:
a. A Nondiscrimination/Sexual Harassment Clause.
b. Contractor integrity provisions.
c. Offset provision (unless waived by the Office of General Counsel).
d. Contractor responsibility provisions (unless waived by the Office of
General Counsel).
e. Americans With Disabilities Act provisions with Executive Order 2002-5,
Disability-Related Policy, which ^lmZ[ebla^l ma^ Bhffhgp^Zemaxl [Zlb\
policy for implementing the ADA.
f. When federal funds are involved, the IFB and contracts shall include any
required federal aid conditions.

2.

Office of Business Development and Equal Opportunity Requirements.
a.

All contracts containing small diverse business participation must also
include a provision requiring the contractor to meet and maintain those
commitments made to small diverse businesses at the time of submittal
or contract negotiation, unless a change in the commitment is approved
by the Authority upon recommendation by the OBD&EO. All contracts
containing small diverse business participation must include a provision
requiring small diverse businesses to perform at least 50 percent of the
subcontracted work.

b.

All contracts must require that small diverse business utilization be
reported to the Authority on a quarterly basis.

c.

Commitments to small diverse businesses made at the time of bidding
must be maintained throughout the term of the contract and, to the
extent so provided in the commitment, through any renewal or
extension of the contract. Any proposed change must be submitted to
OBD&EO which will make a recommendation as to a course of action
to the contracting officer.
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d.

3.

If a contract is assigned to another contractor, the new contractor must
maintain the commitments to small diverse businesses of the original
contract.

Standard Clauses for Construction Contracts.
a. All IFBs, RFPs, and contracts involving construction shall include, but not
be limited to, clauses to cover the following:
1.

Prevailing Wage Act, provisions.

2.

Minority and Women Owned Business Opportunities policies.

3.

Small Business Procurement Initiative.

4.

Contract provisions prohibiting discrimination.

5.

Security.

6.

Fifty percent performance security for contracts between $25,000$100,000.

7.

One hundred percent payment and performance bonds for
contracts over $100,000.
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A. Contract Management. Contract management begins after a contract has been
executed and does not end until the supply has been delivered and accepted or
until final acceptance of the work effort has been accomplished and the contract
closed with final payment to the contractor. The obligations accepted by the
contractor are stated in the contract, however, that does not guarantee the
contractor will perform to the DRPA/PATCO expectations. Monitoring and
control are essential to ensure the contractor uses and manages its resources in a
manner that will provide the Authority exactly what it has contracted for in terms
of quality, timeliness, and economy of cost.
B. Review of Reports. Reports required by the contract will assist the Authority
monitoring the effort but cannot be relied upon to accurately measure contractor
progress. The contact person designated in the contract performs the key role in
fZgZ`bg` ma^ \hgmkZ\m Zg] fhgbmhkbg` ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl i^k_hkfZg\^.
C. Duties and Responsibilities. The duties and responsibilities of the Project
Manager include, but are not limited to the following:
1.

Ensure the contractor is performing work as required by the contract.

2.

Dglnk^ ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl i^klhgg^e \aZk`^] mh ma^ \hgmkZ\m Zk^ Z\mnZeer
working on the contract.

3.

Accept and evaluate the quality of deliverables.

4.

Compare moneys expended with percentage of completion.

5.

Perform administrative
subcontractors, etc.

6.

Alert appropriate Authority personnel, including the contracting officer to
any problems that may have a negative effect on the project.

7.

Immediately alert and obtain guidance from the contracting officer and
counsel if contractor is not performing satisfactorily or if terms of the
contract are being violated.

8.

Conduct on-site visits to observe work in progress.

9.

Coordinate any appropriate contract amendments with the appropriate
Contracting Officer.

10.

Before final payment, measure the work performed against the work
statement. If performance does not meet contract requirements, it is
incumbent upon the contact person to identify deficiencies and to advise the
contracting officer so remedial action can be taken before final payment is
made.

11.

Ok^iZk^ Z _bgZe ^oZenZmbhg h_ ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl i^k_hkfZg\^ Zg] _hkpZk] bm _hk
bg\enlbhg pbma @nmahkbmrxl k^\hk] \hir h_ ma^ \hgmkZ\m.

details
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A. Contractor Performance. When a contract or purchase order is issued, the
contractor can respond in one of four ways:
1.

Performance. The contractor may satisfactorily perform its obligations
under the contract or purchase order.

2.

Nonperforming Breach. The contractor may fail or refuse to perform or
make delivery.

3.

Partial Performance Breach. The contractor may commence delivery or
performance, but fail or refuse to complete delivery or performance.

4.

Nonconforming Breach. The contractor may perform or make delivery, but
still breach the contract, because:
a.

The delivery is improper (i.e., at the wrong place); or

b.

The material fails to conform to the specifications or is defective; or

c.

The work fails to conform to the specifications or is defective.

B. Delivery (Materials Only). Delivery is the transfer of possession of the material
from the supplier to the Authority in accordance with the terms of the contract or
purchase order. It is a primary obligation of a supplier.
1.

In order to determine whether a nonconforming breach has occurred, three
questions are fundamental:
a.

Where is delivery to be made?

b.

When is it to be accomplished?

c.

How is the delivery to be made?

2.

Where. The contract and/or purchase order should clearly set forth the
delivery location. If the supplier delivers the materials to a place other than
the location specified, the supplier has made a nonconforming delivery. If a
delivery location is not specified in the contract or purchase order, the place
of delivery is the business address for the Authority unit issuing the purchase
order or entering into the contract.

3.

When.
a.

Time Stated. Where there is a time for delivery stated within the
contract and/or purchase order, it is presumed to be reasonable and
delivery must occur on or before that date. If the delivery is late, the
delivery is nonconforming and the supplier has breached.
1.

The delivery time can be stated as a specific date with delivery to
be made on that date and no other date.

2.

Sa^ ]^ebo^kr mbf^ \Zg [^ lmZm^] Zl vgh eZm^k maZgw Z li^\b_b\ ]Zm^.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

The delivery time can be stated as within a specified number of
days after the contract execution date or purchase order or
executed contract or after another condition precedent to delivery
(e.g. after acceptance of proofs).

How.
a.

General Rule. The contractor must put and hold the materials at the
disposition of the Authority and give the Authority any notification
reasonably necessary to enable the Authority to take delivery.

b.

Delivery by Lots. Where the contract does not provide whether the
materials are to be delivered in one or a number of shipments, they are
to be delivered in a single delivery, unless the circumstances give either
party the right to make or demand delivery in lots.

c.

Method of Transportation. Unless otherwise specified, the means of
transportation (truck, train, delivery service, etc.) is within the
discretion of the supplier.

d.

Offloading. Unless the contract or purchase order otherwise specifies,
delivery is generally made when the carrier makes the materials
available for offloading at the loading dock. The Authority must furnish
the facilities reasonably suited for receipt of the materials.

;`SS D\ 6]O`R $k;D6l% 8SabW\ObW]\(
a.

The supplier must bear the expense of delivery if the delivery is F.O.B.
Destination.

b.

Sa^ lniieb^k bl k^jnbk^] mh inm Zg] ahe] ma^ fZm^kbZel Zm ma^ @nmahkbmrxl
]blihlbmbhg Zm ma^ ]^lmbgZmbhg ihbgm Zg] `bo^ ma^ @nmahkbmrxl ghmb\^ maZm
they are ready for receipt. The delivery must be at a reasonable hour
and the materials must be kept available for a period reasonably
necessary for the Authority to receive them.

c.

The supplier also bears the risk of loss or damage to the materials in
transit.

d.

The Authority has the obligation of furnishing any facilities needed to
receive the materials and for unloading the materials. Any storage
charges incurred after arrival at the delivery location are also the
@nmahkbmrxl k^lihglb[bebmr.

;`SS D\ 6]O`R $k;D6l% HVW^[S\b(
a.

If delivery is FOB Shipment, the supplier is only obligated to put the
materials into the possession of the carrier.

b.

The supplier does not bear the cost of loading the materials on the
carrier, the cost of transportation to the Authority or the risk of loss or
damage to the materials in transit.
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C. Time to Perform (Services).
1.

Completion Date. The contract or purchase order should include a
completion date. The completion date should be specific calendar date or
fixed terms of the number of days after execution date, effective date,
commencement date, receipt of order or completion date of a previous task.

2.

Milestone Dates. For those contracts for which contractor performance will
extend over a lengthy time period, the contract should contain milestone
dates which require the contractor to complete identified tasks on or before
those dates. Progress payment can be tied to those dates.

3.

Repetitive Periodic Performance. For those contracts for which the
contractor will perform repetitive tasks (cleaning or preventative
maintenance, for example) the contract should define the time requirements
for the periodic performance (e.g. monthly, quarterly, annual).

4.

No Performance Period Stated. Where there is no completion date in the
contract or purchase order, performance must be completed within a
reasonable time after the execution of the contract or reasonable time periods
throughout the contract term. The reasonableness of the time depends upon
the circumstances surrounding performance of the contract as well as
industry standards.

D. Monitoring Supplier Performance. To effectively monitor supplier performance
is to ensure all procurement documents must be established with clear
specifications that are comprehensive, measurable and enforceable. Both the
receiver/project manager and the purchaser have roles in monitoring supplier
performance and communicating/escalating issues to their internal management
team. Monitoring is needed to ensure that the supplier is meeting the terms and
conditions of the procurement documents. Monitoring will include, but not
limited to, items such as on-time delivery, responsiveness, completion of all
requirements, and quality of supply or service provided.
E. No Delivery or Performance. When no delivery or performance is made by the
date and time stated or, if not time is stated, within a reasonable time, the
Authority should immediately contact the contractor in an effort to discover why
there was not timely delivery or performance.
1.

Excusable Delay. The agency may discover that the delay in the delivery or
performance must be excused because the delay was caused by and event
outside the control of the contractor such as weather conditions, strike,
natural disaster, etc. The contractor should provide justification and a new
projected date of delivery or performance. The Authority must decide
whether to cancel the contract or purchase order or give the contractor
reasonable time to deliver or perform. In this case, it is unlikely that the
Authority can collect damages for breach.

2.

Inability to Deliver or Perform. The Authority may discover that the
contractor will not be able to deliver or perform at all because of an
unforeseeable event that makes it impossible to perform such as fire or
natural disaster or death of key personnel or insolvency of the contractor. In
these cases, the contract or purchase order should be immediately cancelled.
Note: Bankruptcy under Chapter 11 (Reorganization) is not grounds, in and
of itself, for cancellation of the contract or purchase order.
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3.

More Time Needed. The Authority may discover that the contractor would
like additional time to deliver or perform. The Authority may decide not to
cancel the purchase order or contract, but rather to give the contractor
additional time to deliver or perform. The Authority can still seek to collect
monetary damages (or liquidated damages) that is incurred for the untimely
delivery or performance. Any Authority-granted extension should be
established in writing.

4.

Mistake. The Authority may discover that the contractor has no intention of
delivering or performing because it made a mistake. The Authority should
discuss with General Counsel whether the contractor has grounds to rescind
the contract due to mistake.

F. Remedies for Failure to make Delivery or Failure to Perform. When the
contractor fails or refuses to perform or make any delivery at all, The Authority
basically has the following remedies:
1.

2.

Cancellation. The Authority may cancel the contract and/or purchase order.
If this is done, the Authority retains the right to recover damages.
Cancellation means that the Authority no longer has a duty to accept delivery
or performance or the duty to make payment. The Authority can also recover
any payments made to the contractor.
a.

A formal cancellation letter must be drafted by the Contracting Officer
and reviewed by General Counsel as appropriated prior to issuance.

b.

The approved cancellation letter may be emailed (with a receipt
confirmation requested) or faxed to the supplier. The letter must also be
mailed, delivery receipt required. Copies of the confirmation
documents must be retained as part of the purchasing record.

c.

If several instances with this same supplier have occurred or if any one
event is significant enough by itself, the Contracting officer should give
consideration to suspension or debarment of the supplier.

Cover Damages. The Authority generally shall obtain the materials or
service from another contractor and seeks monetary damages from the
]^_Znembg` \hgmkZ\mhk _hk \ho^k. vBho^kw bl ma^ ]b__^k^g\^ [^mp^^g paZm ma^
Authority pays and the new contract price. That becomes the measure of
]ZfZ`^l. Sabl bl fhk^ ihineZker dghpg Zl Z vlnk\aZk`^w.
a.

The repurchase must be made in good faith and without unreasonable
delay or upon reasonable terms.

b.

The Authority should re-award the contract and/or purchase order to the
next lowest responsible bidder under a rebid.

3.

Market Damages. If the Authority does not obtain the materials or service
from another contractor, the Authority is still entitled to seek damages for
loss of the benefit of the bargain. Damages are measured as the difference
between the market price and the contract price.

4.

Delay Damages. If the Authority suffered monetary damages as a result of
the delinquent delivery of delinquent performance of the contractor (whether
it is the contractor or another contractor that ultimately delivers/performs),
the Authority may seek restitution in damages that were caused by the delay.
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5.

Liquidated Damages. Contract clauses can fix damages at a certain amount.
a.

6.

@ vKbjnb]Zm^] CZfZ`^lw clause is valid if:
1.

The amount stated as damages bears a reasonable relationship to
either the amount of actual damages incurred or an amount which
could have been anticipated by the parties when they entered into
the contract.

2.

The monetary damages that would be caused by the breach are
incapable or very difficult to determine.

b.

Use. A liquidated damages clause can be used to ensure timely delivery
or performance. If delivery is not made by the date specified, the
amount to be paid by the Authority will be reduced by the agreed upon
amount for each day of delay in delivery or performance.

c.

Burden of Unanticipated Event. Unless otherwise indicated in the
contract or purchase order, the contractor is presumed to undertake the
burden of an unanticipated event unless the event rises to the level of an
act of God or the event was caused or created by the Authority or is
excused by law.

Specific Performance. The Authority can attempt to force the contractor to
perform by seeking a decree of specific performance. The situations in which
this remedy may be obtained are extremely limited.
a.

The form of the remedy would be an injunction prohibiting the breach.

b.

Specific performance may be decreed only where the materials or work
performance are unique or in other proper circumstances.

c.

A decree for specific performance may also give complete relief by
including whatever terms and conditions regarding payment of the
price, damages, or otherwise as the court may deem just.

7.

Replevin. The Authority can recover materials from the contractor in cases
in which the contractor becomes insolvent 10 days after the first installment
payment.

8.

Incidental and Consequential Damages.

G.

Inspection.
1.

2.

Right to Inspect: Duty to Accept or Reject. Where the contractor has
delivered or performed, the Authority has certain duties, rights, and
responsibilities upon delivery, upon completion of the work, and/or upon
completion of identified segments of the work.
a.

The Authority always has the right of inspection before it accepts.

b.

The Authhkbmrxl ]nmr mh Z\\^im hk k^c^\m fZm^kbZel hk ma^ phkd bl
influenced by its right to inspect the materials or work.

Time for Inspection. In the absence of a contrary provision in the contract,
the Authority may inspect the materials or work at any reasonable time and
place in any reasonable manner.
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a.

Inspection of materials will generally be made when materials are
delivered or shortly thereafter. It may, however, be made before
shipment, or it may be postponed until a reasonable time after the
materials have been received. The reasonableness of the time will be
determined by trade usage, past practices between the parties, and the
circumstances of each case.

b.

To the extent that work is done at an Authority-owned or leased
location, inspection of the work should be ongoing.

c.

To the extent that work is completed offsite, inspection should be made
upon delivery of the product.

3.

Cost of Inspection. The Authority must pay the costs of inspection but those
costs may be recovered from the contractor if the materials are rightfully
rejected for nonconformity.

4.

Testing. The Authority may test the materials prior to acceptance even
though the tests involve the destruction of a small portion of them.

5.

Proofs. The Authority may require the contractor to deliver proofs for
inspection prior to delivery of the materials or product.

6.

Waiver of Right of Inspection. The Authority may waive the right to
inspect or reject nonconforming materials by failing to inspect within a
reasonable time period.

H. Rights of Authority Upon Improper Delivery. If the delivery or the materials or
service fail in any respect to conform to the contractual requirements, the agency
may:

I.

1.

Reject the whole shipment or the complete work.

2.

Accept the whole shipment of the complete work.

3.

Accept any commercial unit(s) or portions of the work and reject the rest.

Rejection. In order for rejection to be effective, the Authority must:
1.

Notify the contractor in writing that the delivery, materials or work have
been rejected. Rejection is ineffective unless the Authority reasonably
notifies the contractor. Therefore, where a delivery of materials is made by
the contractor or substantial completion of the work has been completed,
positive action is required by the Authority in order to avoid acceptance.

2.

Be timely in its notification of rejection. Timely rejection of materials or
work must be within a reasonable time after their delivery or tender. This
reasonable period for rejection overlaps the reasonable opportunity for
inspection. Thus, if the inspection discloses a defect, there remains the
obligation to reject within a reasonable time.

3.

Not exercise any ownership with respect to the rejected material or work.

4.

Hold the materials or work with reasonable care at the disposition of the
contractor for a time sufficient to permit the contractor to remove them. If the
contractor gives no instructions within a reasonable time after notification of
2.

rejections, the agency may store the rejected materials or work for the
account of the contractor with reimbursement for reasonable expenses for
caring and selling the materials or work plus a commission not to exceed
10% of the gross proceeds. Rejected items left longer than 30 days will be
regarded as abandoned and the Authority shall have the right to dispose of
them as its own property and shall retain that portion of the proceeds of any
lZe^ pab\a k^ik^l^gml ma^ @nmahkbmrxl \hlml Zg] ^qi^gl^l bg k^`Zk] mh ma^
storage and sale of the items.
J. Revocation. Revocation of acceptance is similar to rejection except that it occurs
after acceptance. Since revocation of acceptance always occurs after acceptance
and may occur long after the contractor regarded the transaction as closed, the
Authority which might have rejected with ease must meet several additional
conditions in order to revoke acceptance.
1.

First, in order to revoke acceptance, the nonconformity must substantially
impair the value of the lot or commercial unit or project.

2.

Second, the Authority must have accepted either:
a. With the discovery of the defect, on the reasonable assumption that the
nonconformity would be cured.
b. Without discovery and acceptance was reasonably induced by the
]b__b\nemr h_ ma^ ]bl\ho^kr [^_hk^ Z\\^imZg\^ hk [r ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl
assurances.

3.

Third, revocation must occur within a reasonable time after the
nonconformity was discovered or should have been discovered.

4.

Finally, revocation must occur before a substantial change takes place in the
condition of the materials not caused by its own defects.

5.

Reasonable Time for Revocation. What is a reasonable time for taking any
action depends upon the nature, purpose, and circumstances of such action.
There are four circumstances which will always have relevance to the
determination of whether a reasonable time has passed before the Authority
took action to reject or revoke:
a.

Difficulty of Discovery of the Defect. That is, if the defect was
difficult to discover, the reasonable time would not commence to run
until a later time that would have commenced with a defect that was
easy to find.

b.

Contract Itself. If the contract provides that the Authority must inspect
and report all complaints within a specified period of time, the
Authority must comply with the time, provided the time set is not
unreasonable.

c.

Course of Performance Between the Parties After the Sale but
Before Formal Rejection. If the principal policy of the rejection notice
requirements is to give the contractor an opportunity to cure and to
i^kfbm bm mh Zllblm bg fbgbfbsbg` ma^ @nmahkbmrxl ehll^l, maZm iheb\r bl
met if there has been a continuing series of complaints, negotiations,
and attempted repairs prior to formal rejection.
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K. Acceptance.
1.

2.

3.

Acceptance may occur in three ways:
a.

If the Authority after a reasonable opportunity to inspect, signifies
either that the materials or work are conforming or that it will retain
ma^f bg libm^ h_ ma^bk ghg\hg_hkfbmr. Hg lhf^ bglmZg\^l, vZ\\^imZg\^w bl
easy to identify. Certainly when the Authority inspects materials which
it has received and then states orally or in writing to the contractor that
it will take them, there is an acceptance.

b.

If the Authority fails to make an effective rejection.

c.

Sa^ @nmahkbmr ]h^l ghm Z\m bg\hglblm^gmer pbma ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl
ownership of the materials.
1.

Example. Assume, for example, that the Authority purchases
two sections of 10 feet of cast iron pipe. On the day after the
purchase, it discovers that the sections of pipe are 10 ½ feet in
length. Rather than reject, however, the Authority attempts to use
the 10 ½ foot lengths by cutting them down to size. If the pipe is
mistakenly cut too short, the Authority cannot thereafter reject
the pipe. The attempts to use the pipe at the time when the
Authority was aware of the alleged defect in the materials should
be regarded as an act inconsistent with the contracthkxl
ownership and will constitute acceptance.

2.

Acts done in ignorance of the defects which an Authority could
not have discovered should not be considered acceptance. If the
Authority purchases a dump truck, no one would regard the use
of that truck on the day after purchase as an acceptance, despite
the fact that a defect was later discovered and the use is
ma^hk^mb\Zeer bg\hglblm^gm pbma ma^ \hgmkZ\mhkxl hpg^klabi.

3.

Payment is another circumstance tending to signify acceptance
but it is not conclusive.

The legal consequences of acceptance are:
a.

The Authority must pay the contract price for the materials or services
accepted, with consideration for contributing factors and responsibilities.

b.

The Authority loses its right to reject the materials or services.

c.

Time starts to run within which the Authority must complain of a breach
or be barred from any remedy.

d.

The burden shifts to the Authority to establish a breach.

Acceptance and Breach of Warranty. Acceptance does not foreclose action
for breach of warranty.
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L. Remedies Following Delivery or Completion of Performance.
1.

Damages and Cover. Upon rejection or revocation, the Authority still has
the same remedies as though no delivery or performance was made at all. It
may seek damages equal to the market price minus the contract price, or it
may cover and recover damages (surcharge action) or in some instances, it
may seek specific performance or replevin. However, the contractor has to be
given the right to cure the defect before the Authority proceeds to seek to
cover and/or recover damages.

2.

Breach of Warranty. Where the materials are nonconforming, this amounts
to a breach of warranty by the contractor. The Authority may accept delivery
of the nonconforming materials or services and recover damages. The
measure of damages in such cases is the difference between the value the
materials or services would have had if they had been as warranted and their
actual value with the defect.

3.

Breach of Tender Obligations. Where the materials or services are
nonconforming results from late delivery or untimely performance, the
Authority may recover all damages that results from the breach. The
Authority can still recover liquidated damages, if included in the contract, as
a result of late delivery.

4.

Recovery of Payments Made. If the Authority has revoked its acceptance
but has already made payment towards the purchase of the materials, it can
recover those payments. If rejected materials or work remain on the
Authority premises, it can look to the materials and their proceeds for
satisfaction of its expenses and damages.
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Chapter 14 - Bid Protests
A. Who May File the Protest. A bidder, offeror, prospective bidder, or prospective
offeror who is aggrieved in connection with the solicitation or award of a contract
may file a protest. Protests relating to cancellation of invitations for bids or requests
for proposals and protests relating to the rejection of all bids or proposals are not
permitted.

B. Time for Filing.
1.

Prior to the Bid opening, a protest by a prospective bidder or prospective
offeror must be filed not less than ten (10) calendar days before the scheduled
bid opening time or proposal receipt date.

2.

If a protest is filed by a bidder or offeror or a prospective bidder or offeror, the
protest must be filed within SEVEN (7) CALENDAR DAYS after the
protesting bidder or offeror or prospective bidder or offeror knew or should
have known of the facts giving rise to the protest.

3.

IN NO EVENT, HOWEVER, MAY A PROTEST BE FILED BY A BIDDER
OR OFFEROR LATER THAN SEVEN DAYS AFTER THE DATE THE
CONTRACT IS AWARDED. The contract award date is defined as the
expiration of the Pennsylvania and New Jersey Governors’ veto period.

Prospective bidders or offerors who do not submit bids or offers may not
protest the contract award at any time following the ten (10) calendar days
before the scheduled bid opening time or proposal receipt date.
4.

Untimely protests will not be accepted and may be disregarded.

C. Form of Protest.
1.

A protest must be filed, in writing, and shall be deemed properly served if (a)
delivered in person to the DRPA’s Director of Procurement, or (b) served on
the Director Of Procurement by email with confirmation of receipt, or (3) upon
three (3) days after deposit in the United States mail, if sent postage prepaid by
United States registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed to
the Director of Procurement.

2.

A protest must state all grounds upon which the protesting party asserts that the
solicitation or award was improper, as well as the remedy sought by the
protesting party. Issues not raised by the protesting party within the deadline
for filing are deemed waived by the protesting party and may not be raised on
appeal.

3.

The protesting party shall submit with the protest any documents or
information deemed relevant by the protesting party, as well as any requests for
DRPA documents the protesting party deems relevant to the protest.

D. Notice of Protest. If an award has been made on the date of filing, the issuing office
shall notify the successful bidder or offeror of the protest. If the protest is received
before the contract award and substantial issues are raised by the protest, all bidders
and offerors shall be notified and may file any position papers within five days after
receipt of the notice of protest.

E. Stay of Procurement. The Director of Procurement shall immediately decide upon
receipt of the protest whether or not the solicitation or award shall be stayed, or if
the protest is timely received after the award, whether the performance of the
contract should be suspended. The contracting office shall not proceed further with
the solicitation or with the award of the contract, and shall suspend performance
under the contract if awarded, unless a written determination is provided by the
Director of Procurement, that the protest is clearly without merit or that award of
the contract without delay is necessary to protect the substantial interests of the
Authority.

F. Procedures.
Upon receipt of the protest, the DRPA’s Director of Procurement will appoint a Protest Officer
who will be a Manager or other employee in the Procurement Department with the requisite
procurement knowledge, as designated by the Director of Procurement.
1.

The Protest Officer shall review the protest and supporting documents and issue a
written report and decision to the Director of Procurement within five (5) business
days of the appointment, where feasible. The Protest Officer may take any action
or make any requests the officer deems necessary in order to investigate the protest,
including extending the time to issue a decision in order to obtain all evidence and
other pertinent information.

2.

DRPA may in its sole discretion, conduct a hearing in person, video conference or
telephone conference where it concludes that the protest cannot be resolved on the
basis of the written record alone. The hearing shall be conducted by the Director
of Procurement or designee, the Chief Engineer or designee, and/or the DeputyCEO or designee.

3.

In cases where DRPA decides to hold a hearing, it will generally conduct a prehearing conference in order to review the scope of the hearing, identify the
appropriate witnesses and their availability, if allowed, establish the date and
location of the hearing, and discuss other logistical and procedural matters. In
cases where DRPA determines that only some of the protest issues require a
hearing, it will generally limit the hearing to those issues

4.

Clearly Without Merit" determinations. If the Director of Procurement
determines, upon receipt, that the protest is clearly without merit and does
not stay the procurement, the Director of Procurement shall immediately
issue the decision as required by H., below.

G. Settlement. The Protest Officer in consultation with the Director of Procurement has the
authority to settle and resolve bid protests.
H. Decision. Following a review of the Protest Officer’s report, the results of a hearing, if conducted,
and any other pertinent information, the Director of Procurement or designee shall advise the
protesting party of the DRPA’s decision. The response shall be in writing and state the reasons for
the decision.
The DRPA’s decision will be final unless, within three (3) business days of receipt of the written
decision, the protesting party files with the General Counsel a written appeal, setting forth the reasons
for disagreement with the Authority’s response and, if desired, requesting a personal appearance
before the appropriate Committee. The General Counsel or designee may take any action or make
any requests deemed necessary in order to review the appeal, including extending the time to issue a
decision on the appeal.
1.

If a personal appearance is requested, the protesting party shall appear at the next
advertised, appropriate public Committee meeting, unless otherwise directed by
the Authority. These meetings are open to the public and provide for public
comment.

Generally within sixty (60) days of the receipt of the appeal, the appropriate Committee, after
consideration of the allegations, facts, any materials provided by the protesting party and Authority
staff at prior stages of the protest, shall make a determination to rebid the Contract or take such other
action as may, in the opinion of the appropriate Committee, be appropriate, including recommending
to the Board the award of the Contract.
1.

The General Counsel shall advise the protesting party in writing of the
Committee’s recommendation and the date on which the Contract award will be
considered by the Board of Commissioners.
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The non-vetoed determination regarding the Contract by the Board of
Commissioners, shall constitute an exhaustion of the remedies available to Bidder
at the Authority level.

I. Remedy Before Execution of Contract. If, before execution of a contract, it is determined
that a solicitation or proposed award of a contract was in violation of law, the contracting
officer may do one of the following:
1. Cancel the solicitation;
2. Change the solicitation to comply with law;
3. Reject all bids or offers or those parts of the bids or offers which were affected by
the violation; or
4. Change or cancel the award to comply with law.
J. Remedies After Execution of Contract. If, after the execution of a contract, it is determined
that a solicitation or award of a contract was in violation of law:
1. If the contract party did not act fraudulently or in bad faith, the contract may be:
a.

Ratified and affirmed provided it is determined by the purchasing agency that
doing so is in the best interest of the Authority;

b.

Modified to comply with the law with the consent of all parties; or

c.

Cancelled and the contract party shall be compensated for the actual expenses
reasonably incurred under the contract prior to termination. Such compensation
shall not include loss of anticipation profit, loss of use of money, or
administrative or overhead costs.

2. If the contract party has acted fraudulently or in bad faith, the contract may be:
a.

Declared void;

b.

Modified to comply with law with the consent of all parties; or

c.

Ratified and affirmed, provided it is determined by the Authority, if that action
is in the best interest of the Authority and without prejudice to the right of the
agency to damages, as may be appropriate.

7OHVZLX +/ T 7UTZXHJZ 7UTZXU\LXYPLY
A. Who May File a Claim. A supplier may file a claim arising from a contract
entered into by the Authority.
B. Time and Place for Filing the Claim.
1.

Supplier claims must be filed, in writing, with the contracting officer within
six months after the claim accrues. Failure of a contractor to file a claim
within this six-month time period shall be deemed a waiver by the contractor
of its rights to file a claim in any forum.

2.

For the supplier, a claim accrues when the contractor is able to determine that
he or she is entitled to additional compensation, has made a request for the
compensation, and has received a denial from the project manager (not the
contracting officer).

3.

Untimely filed claims must be disregarded by the contracting officer.

C. Evaluating the Claim. The contracting officer shall review the claim.
1.

If the contracting officer determines that the supplier did not file his or her
claim in a timely manner, the contracting officer shall notify the supplier
that the claim was untimely and will not be considered.

2.

The contracting officer may decide the merits of the claim based on the
claim received from the supplier or direct the supplier or the Authority to
submit additional documents in regard to the claim.

3.

The contracting officer may schedule a meeting with the supplier, counsel
and the Authority for the purpose of discussing the claim.

4.

If the contracting officer or General Counsel determines that the claim of the
supplier should be granted, the supplier shall be paid in accordance with the
determination through the contract or an amendment, contract modification,
change order, or settlement agreement upon approval by the Board.

5.

If the contracting officer settles or resolves the claim, a written settlement
agreement, contract amendment, or contract modification will generally be
required.

D. Determination. If the controversy is not resolved, the contracting officer must
issue a final determination, in writing, to the supplier and the Authority. The
determination shall:
1.

State the reasons for the action taken.

2.

In the event of a complete or partial denial of the claim, inform the supplier
h_ bml kb`am mh _be^ Z lmZm^f^gm h_ \eZbf pbma F^g^kZe Bhngl^exl N__b\^.

E. Time of Determination. The contracting officer should render a written
determination no later than 120 days after the written claim is filed with the
contracting officer. This time period may be extended if agreed upon by the
parties. Failure on the part of the contracting officer to render a decision within
120 days shall be deemed a denial of the claim.
3,

7OHVZLX +0 T AXUJ[XLSLTZ 7HXK
A. PURPOSE: To provide policy and procedures governing the operation of the
DRPA purchasing card program.
B. SCOPE: Applies to all cardholders participating in the DRPA purchasing card
program.
C. OBJECTIVE: To provide a more efficient method to make small purchases for
official DRPA business purposes in accordance with this document. This
purchasing practice is expected to reduce paperwork, administrative costs and
expedite payment to vendors.
D. DEFINITION: Purchasing Card. A credit card issued in the name of the
DRPA and used by authority personnel to purchase goods and services in
accordance with DRPA procurement policy.
E. POLICY:
1. The DRPA shall administer a program whereby designated employees can use
a credit card, issued in the name of the DRPA to pay for goods and services
acquired in accordance with DRPA procurement policy. This program is
called the DRPA purchasing card program.
2. Departmental personnel may participate in the program upon approval by the
appropriate Department Director and the P-Card Administrator. The P-Card
Administrator may consult with the Chief Financial Officer and the Office of
the Inspector General to render final approval determination.
3. A significant feature of the P-Card is the ability to customize controls for
spending limits and merchant types. Certain merchant codes are blocked for
all DRPA P-Cards on a blanket basis by the P-Card Administrator. Individual
cards may have additional merchant codes blocked or activated to meet
operational needs.
4. The DRPA Procurement Card can be used for the purchase of most small
dollar equipment, supplies and services in accordance with the single
transaction limits specified in Appendix B. A transaction MAY NOT be split
into multiple transactions to stay within the single transaction limits. Split
transaction purchases will be reported to DRPA via Exception Reporting and
ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl \Zk] ikbobe^`^l fZr [^ lnli^g]^] hk k^ohd^]. If a purchase
^q\^^]l ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl ebfbm, ma^ ink\aZl^ lahne] [^ k^_^kk^] mh ma^
Cardholder ig ma^ ink\aZl^kxl \aZbg h_ \hffZg] pbma Z ab`a^k ebfbm hk mh ma^
purchasing department with a requisition.
5. The DRPA is exempt from sales tax throughout the U.S. All purchases within
Pennsylvania or New Jersey, or shipped from outside of the state to DRPA are
sales tax exempt. The Cardholder is responsible for informing the vendor that
ma^ ink\aZl^ bl ghm mh [^ mZq^]. CQO@xl E^]^kZe SZq H.C. bl ikbgm^] hg ma^
face of the P-Card and a sales tax exempt form may be provided to the vendor
upon request to the purchasing department.
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6. The P-Card is not intended for repetitive type purchases for which a DRPA
contract exists (office supplies, office paper, bottled water, etc.) or for
supplies that are available from the Central Storeroom. Appendix A contains
a sample list of goods and services that are unallowable by DRPA policies and
procedures and will be blocked at point of sale. This list may change from
time to time as policy and business needs change. All DRPA policies and
procedures must be followed at all times, regardless of whether a transaction
is automatically blocked at the point of sale. Although the card controls are
]^lb`g^] mh ZnmhfZmb\Zeer ebfbm ngZ\\^imZ[e^ nlZ`^, bm bl ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl
k^lihglb[bebmr mh [^ ZpZk^ h_ CQO@xl iheb\b^l Zg] ikh\^]nres and ensure that
all purchases conform to these policies.
F. RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Cardholder
a. The Cardholder is personally responsible for ALL CHARGES made on
the P-Card. The card cannot be used for personal purchases and doing so
will result in revocation of the card and disciplinary action up to and
including suspension or termination. In addition, a cardholder who makes
unauthorized purchases may be liable for the total dollar amount of such
unauthorized purchases, plus any administrative fees charged by the Bank
in connection with the misuse.
b. Hm bl ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl k^lihglb[bebmr mh lZ_^`nZk] ma^ O-Card and account
number to the same degree that a Cardholder safeguards his/her personal
credit information. P-Cards must be kept in a secure area at all times. The
Cardholder must not allow anyone to use his/her account number.
c. If the card is lost or stolen the Cardholder must immediately notify PNC
AZgd Bnlmhf^k R^kob\^ Zg] CQO@xl O-BZk] @]fbgblmkZmhk. OMB AZgdxl
Customer Service Representatives are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. The telephone numbers will be provided to you when you receive
your P-Card and when the numbers change.
d. A new card shall be promptly issued to the Cardholder after the reported
loss or theft. A card that is subsequently found by the Cardholder after
being reported lost or stolen shall be cut in half and returned to the P-Card
Administrator.
e. Orders may be placed by phone, internet or in person. Internet purchases
must be made on a secure web site which a gold lock appears at bottom
left of the screen. If you are unsure about the web site contact the P-Card
Administrator before placing the order. Under NO circumstances should a
card number be written on a fax order. If you need to fax an order, request
that the vendor phone you to receive your credit card number.
f. Any time a purchase is made using the P-Card, whether it is done over the
counter or by telephone/internet, a document must be retained as proof of
3.

purchase. These documents will later be used to verify the purchases
shown on the cardholder monthly statement.
g. When a purchase is made over the counter, the Cardholder shall obtain the
customer copy of the charge slip. If the charge slip does not show the
quantities and descriptions of the items purchased, a detailed invoice or
cash register receipt indicating quantity and description of items purchased
will also be required. The charge slip, or charge slip plus register
receipt/invoice, will become the accountable document(s). (Make sure
that all charge slip carbons are destroyed.)
h. When making purchases by phone, the Cardholder shall document the
transaction by referencing the order number, product description, quantity,
and dollar amount and attach appropriate order receipt to the P-Card
Transaction Log. Internet orders must be documented by printed order
confirmation, and must be attached to the P-Card Transactions Log as
form of receipt.
i. The unique Procurement Card that the Cardholder receives has his/her
name embossed on it. No other person is authorized to use the card. The
card was specially designed showing the logo of the DRPA and the words
vC^eZpZk^ Qbo^k Ohkm @nmahkbmrw bfikbgm^] hg bm mh Zohb] [^bg` fblmZd^g
for a personal credit card. Each Cardholder will be responsible for
verifying all charges associated with his specific account number. When
an employee receives a P-Card, he will also receive a P-Card Transaction
Log (Appendix F). The P-Card Transaction Logs must be maintained so
that the Card Company bills can be verified. It is mandatory that each
Cardholder use this log to ensure consistency with the documentation
associated with the use of the P-Card. This documentation is used to: (1)
verify all purchases; (2) audit a specific card; (3) reconcile a reported
billing discrepancy; and (4) identify credits obtained.
j. If, for some reason, the Cardholder does not have documentation of the
transaction to send with the statement, he/she must attach an explanation
maZm bg\en]^l Z ]^l\kbimbhg h_ ma^ bm^f, ]Zm^ h_ ink\aZl^, f^k\aZgmxl gZf^,
quantity and price, and why there is no supporting documentation.
k. Cardholder is responsible for resolving disputes directly with the Vendor.
If you are unable to resolve with the Vendor, complete the dispute form on
the back of your statement and forward to PNC Bank and the P-Card
Administrator. If you are unable to resolve your dispute after contacting
the Vendor and/or the bank, contact the P-Card Administrator for further
assistance.
l. The Cardholder is responsible for ensuring that returns and their
associated credits have been properly reflected on the monthly statement.
Cardholder may not request that an anticipated credit be deducted from a
monthly statement. The charge transaction will be processed in the month
that it occurred and the credit processed the following month or when it is
received. The only exception to this will be at fiscal year-end, at which
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time, an anticipated offsetting credit may be applied against a charge
transaction. At no time may Cardholder request a refund check from the
Bank.
m. If purchased items or credits do not appear on the monthly statement
within 60 days after the date of the transaction, the Cardholder shall notify
the P-Card Administrator.
2. Departments:
a. Prior to separation from either the department or the DRPA, the
Cardholder shall surrender the DRPA P-BZk] Zg] ma^ \nkk^gm fhgmaxl
supporting documentation to his/her director.
The director is to
immediately notify the P-Card Administrator to cancel the card. Upon
receipt of the final memo statement, the director will review, approve, and
forward the monthly statement to the P-Card Administrator. The director
must indicate in the memo that (1) the Cardholder has separated from the
department and (2) cut the card in half and return it to the P-Card
Administrator.
b. Human Resource Services (HRS) will have a record of every cardholder
and their signed Employee Acknowledgement Form (Attachment 1). The
P-Card Administrator will notify HRS when he/she receives destroyed
cards from department directors to note on employees exit interview.
c. Should the Cardholder be unable to approve his/her monthly statement due
to being unavailable for an extended period of time, it is the responsibility
h_ ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl ]bk^\mhk mh \hfie^m^ ma^ fhgmaer k^\hk] d^^ibg`.
The director shall indicate that he is approving the statement in the
BZk]ahe]^kxl Z[l^g\^.
3. Approving Official
A. The @iikhobg` N__b\bZe bl ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl Cbk^\mhk hk ]^lb`g^^ Zg] bl
k^lihglb[e^ _hk k^ob^pbg` Zg] Znmahkbsbg` ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl fhgmaer
statement of account to ensure that purchases are made in accordance with
DRPA policies and procedures. To assist in this process, each Approving
Official will receive a Statement of Account provided from the P-Card
Administrator monthly. This statement details the activity of all
BZk]ahe]^kl pbmabg maZm Cbk^\mhkxl ]^iZkmf^gm. @_m^k BZk]ahe]^kl k^ob^p
and reconcile their statements against their logs, the statements, logs and
receipts are forwarded to the Approving Official for review and approval.
The Approving Official records approval electronically in the PNC
Bank/Visa P-Card system and signs and dates the statement.
B. Receipts must be attached to the P-Card Transaction Log and secured in a
manner that will prevent loss. The Transaction Log and receipts shall
remain at the facility/department for a period of two (2) years. After the
two year period, Transaction Logs and receipts and receipts shall be stored
off site for a period of five (5) years.
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G. REPORTS:
1.

Bank Reports: PNC Bank will distribute monthly documents within five (5)
working days after the end of the 30-day billing cycle.

2.

Cardholder Statement of Account: A report for the Cardholder, which
provides a detailed listing of all purchases, credits and other transaction data
that the Cardholder has made in the 30-day billing cycle.

3.

Approving Official Account Summary: A summary listing of all
Cardholder activity for which the Official has approving authority and a
summary sheet for the current cycle.

4.

DZ\a \Zk] pbee aZo^ ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl ikbfZkr \hlm \^gm^k number assigned to
bm. Sa^ ]^iZkmf^gmxl lbqm^^g ]b`bm `^g^kZe e^]`^k Z\\hngm gnf[^k pbee
automatically be assigned to each transaction. This information will be
transmitted from the Bank directly to Accounts Payable each month. The
charges will be processed for payment, using the cost center and account
number assigned based on the purchase. Should the Cardholders want to
charge a specific purchase to another cost center, they need to contact DRPA
Finance with the reallocation information or utilize the PNC Bank/Visa PCard System.

H. CONTROLS AND FEATURES:
1.

Monthly reports and summaries, listing all transactions, are issued by the
Bank to the P-Card Administrator. These listings will allow the P-Card
Administrator to track all Cardholder activity.

2.

More than two (2) reminders to a Cardholder that an approved monthly
statement is delinquent will be grounds for suspending or canceling the PCard from that user.

3.

Customized summary listings and usage reports are available to appropriate
departmental personnel. These can be used to track multiple cards for one
or more Cardholders and serve as a management tool for reviewing
transactions and usage. Contact the P-Card Administrator to review sample
Management Reports and discuss your reporting needs.

4.

Controls embedded into the card are default controls that have been put in
place by the P-Card Administrator based on DRPA policies and procedures.
These controls cover transactions that will be declined if the Cardholder
attempts to complete a transaction which is (1) over the single transaction
limit; (2) for unallowable goods and services (listed in Appendix A); or (3)
for any type of cash advance or ATM transaction.
a.Transactions may be further restricted or blocked based on several
parameters, including:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

dollar limit per transaction (see Appendix B)
dollar limit per billing cycle
dollar limit per commodity
number of transactions per day
number of transactions per cycle
merchant category code

b.

Limits may also be set for spending for groups of Cardholders, or for
spending within certain merchant categories. Transactions that are
attempted and fall outside of the control parameters will be declined at
the point of sale. Details of these transactions are available on the
report.

c.

These controls are available at the Cardholder level, based on that
bg]bob]nZexl ink\aZlbg` g^^]l. RbfbeZk \hgmkhel [r ]^iZkmf^gm, ngbm, hk
subgroup may also be established.

d.

Cardholder status changes, including all of the above controls, are
\hglb]^k^] vkhnmbg^ BZk]ahe]^k fZbgm^gZg\^w and may be updated by
the P-Card Administrator effective either the same day or next day. In
addition, on-line access is available for viewing transactions and
reports.

e.

The P-Card program is subject to continuous internal and external
monitoring and audit.

I. PROCEDURES:
1.

Departments participating in the DRPA purchasing card program are
required to follow Authority policies and procedures for the program.

2.

Complete DRPA/PNC Purchasing Card Cardholder Request Form
(Appendix C).

3.

Complete
DRPA
Procurement
Card
Participating
Employee
Acknowledgement of Responsibilities Agreement (Appendix D).

4.

Complete PNC Bank Purchasing Card Agreement (Appendix E).

5.

Forward completed forms (Appendix C-E) to your Approving Official for
review and approval. Upon approval, send completed forms to DRPA PCard Administrator for processing.

6.

The P-Card Administrator will contact the Cardholder when their card is
available. All Cardholders are required to attend a brief orientation prior to
activation of their card. The card will be activated immediately following
orientation.
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DELAWARE RIVER PORT AUTHORITY
PROCUREMENT CARD PROGRAM
APPENDIX A

DELAWARE RIVER PORT AUTHORITY
PROCUREMENT CARD PROGRAM
Unallowable Purchases
Blocked Goods and Services*
Alcoholic Beverages
Prescription Drugs
Gift Certificates
Cellular Phones
Gasoline
Hazardous Material
Contract Maintenance
Entertainment
Services provided through existing contracts and the Print Shop
Jewelry
Temporary Help
Travel
Personal Gifts
Financial Services
Restaurants/Meals
Clothing
Florist
*

Each of the above categories will be blocked in their entirety. However, within each
category above, there are many subgroups. If you have an authorized need to
purchase a specific commodity within one of these categories, contact the P-Card
Administrator.

** In addition to the categories listed above, an extensive list of additional categories and
subgroups within each category is available from Purchasing. Cards can be issued or
blocked for any combination of categories or subgroups. Contact the P-Card
Administrator to discuss ways in which the DRPA can improve the procurement
process for your department.
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DELAWARE RIVER PORT AUTHORITY
PROCUREMENT CARD PROGRAM
APPENDIX B
Transaction Limits
(as of November 15, 2012)

$250.00 u Public Safety, Information Services, Customer Service & Community
Relations, General Counsel, Engineering, Homeland Security, Corporate
Communications
$750.00 u Maintenance Technicians, Bridge Operations
$1,000.00 u Foremen
$1,500.00 u C&M Managers, Toll Supervisors and Printing Services
$2,400.00 u Bridge Directors
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DELAWARE RIVER PORT AUTHORITY
PROCUREMENT CARD PROGRAM
APPENDIX D
Participating Employee Acknowledgement of Responsibilities
By participating in the Delaware River Port Authority Procurement Card program as a
Cardholder, you assume responsibilities pertaining to the operation of the Procurement
Card Program. Please see the Procurement Card Program Guidelines for a complete list
of responsibilities, which include but are not limited to the following:
The Delaware River Port Authority Procurement Card is to be used for
authorized business expenditures only. The Procurement Card may only be
used within the policies and procedures outlined for the Procurement Card
Program.
The Procurement Card will be issued in the name of the employee. The
Cardholder is personally responsible for ALL CHARGES made on the PCard. The card cannot be used for personal purchases and doing so will result
in revocation of the card and disciplinary action up to and including
suspension or termination. In addition, a cardholder who makes unauthorized
purchases may be liable for the total dollar amount of such unauthorized
purchases, plus any administrative fees charged by the Bank in connection
with the misuse and will be accountable for all charges made with the card.
The card is not transferable and may not be used by anyone other than the
Cardholder.
The Procurement Card must be maintained with the highest level of security.
If the card is lost or stolen, or if the Cardholder suspects the card or account
number has been compromised, the Cardholder agrees to immediately notify
PNC Bank and the DRPA Procurement Card Administrator. Oral notification
is to be followed up by written confirmation.
On a monthly basis, the Cardholder will receive a statement listing all activity
associated with the card. This activity will include purchases and credits
made during the reporting period. While the Cardholder will not be
responsible for making payments, the Cardholder will be responsible for the
verification and reconciliation of all account activity.
BZk]ahe]^kxl Z\\hngml pbee [^ ln[c^\m mh i^kbodic reviews and audits. By
accepting the card, the Cardholder agrees to comply with these reviews and
audits. The Cardholder will be asked to produce their card to validate its
existence and produce statements and receipts to verify appropriate use.
Po
Policies
and Procedures related to the Procurement Card may be updated or
changed at any time. The DRPA will promptly notify all cardholders of these
changes. The Cardholder agrees to, and will be responsible for, the execution
of any program changes.
The Cardholder agrees to surrender and cease use of the card upon termination
of employment, whether from retirement, voluntary separation, resignation or
dismissal. In addition, the Cardholder must surrender and cease use of the
card in the event of transfer or relocation. The Cardholder may also be asked
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to and agrees to surrender the card at any time deemed necessary by
management.
No subsequent invoice should be received from the vendor related to any
Procurement Card purchases.
Misuse, including but not limited to, personal use or unauthorized use and/or
fraudulent use of the card will result in disciplinary action, up to and including
termination, reimbursement and/or civil or criminal penalties.
Purchases may not be split by the Cardholder to keep ug]^k ma^ \Zk]xl
transaction limit.
Purchases should not be made by the Cardholder for supplies and services that
are on DRPA Annual Contracts such as office supplies, office paper, bottled
water, etc. or for items that are available through the DRPA Storeroom.
Any supplies, equipment or services that are purchased by multiple
Cardholders on a repetitive basis should be reviewed with the Procurement
Card Administrator to place on an Annual Contract.

By signing below, I acknowledge that I have read and agree to the terms and conditions
of this document. I certify that as a participating Cardholder of the Delaware River Port
Authority Procurement Card Program, I understand and assume the responsibilities listed
above.
____________________
Employee Signature

_______________
Title

____________________
Name (Print)

_______________
Date

____________________
Authorizing Director

_______________
Title

____________________
Name (Print)

_______________
Date
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APPENDIX F
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7OHVZLX +1 T ETPMUXS AXUJ[XLSLTZ 7HXK
A. PURPOSE: To provide policy and procedures governing the operation of the
DRPA uniform purchasing card program.
B. SCOPE: Applies to all cardholders participating in the DRPA uniform
purchasing card program.
C. OBJECTIVE: To provide a more efficient method to make small purchases for
official pre-Znmahkbs^] ngb_hkfl vk^jnbk^]w o^klnl Z ik^-]^_bg^] vjnZgmbmZmbo^w
uniform policy. Employees are mandated to purchase uniforms in accordance
pbma ma^ CQO@xl @ggnZe Tgb_hkf Oheb\r Zg] Fnb]^ebg^l pbma k^`Zk] mh lmre^,
specification and color for uniformity purposes. Employees will also be
mandated to purchase safety shoes in accordance with DRPA Safety Shoe Listing
with regard to styles and specifications. This purchasing practice is expected to
reduce paperwork, administrative costs and expedite payment to vendors.
D. DEFINITION: Uniform Purchasing Card. A credit card issued in the name of
the DRPA, with an annual spending limit, for DRPA personnel to purchase
ngb_hkfl Zg] lZ_^mr lah^l bg Z\\hk]Zg\^ pbma ma^ CQO@xl Tgb_hkf Oheb\r Zg]
Guidelines.
E. POLICY:
1. The DRPA shall administer a program whereby designated employees can use
a uniform credit card with an annual spending limit, issued in the name of the
CQO@, mh iZr _hk ngb_hkfl Zg] lZ_^mr lah^l bg Z\\hk]Zg\^ pbma CQO@xl
Uniform Policy and Guidelines. This program is called the DRPA uniform
purchasing card program.
2. Departmental personnel may participate in the program upon approval by the
appropriate Department Director and P-Card Administrator. The P-Card
Administrator may consult with Chief Financial Officer and the Office of the
Inspector General to render final approval determination.
3. A significant feature of the Uniform Procurement Card is the ability to
customize controls for spending limits and merchant types. Merchant codes
will be blocked for all categories EXCEPT uniforms for the purpose of the
uniform card program. The spending limit for each card will be established in
accordance with Authority policy.
4. The DRPA Uniform Procurement Card will be used strictly for the purpose of
purchasing uniforms and safety shoes authorized by the DRPA. Each
Cardholder will be provided a DRPA Uniform Policy and Guidelines, and
DRPA Safety Shoe List, listing all authorized uniforms and safety shoes
approved for purchase.
5. The DRPA is exempt from sales tax throughout the U.S. All purchases within
Pennsylvania or New Jersey, or shipped from outside of the state to DRPA are
sales tax exempt. The Cardholder is responsible for informing the vendor that
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ma^ ink\aZl^ bl ghm mh [^ mZq^]. CQO@xl E^]^kZe SZq H.C. bl ikbgm^] hg ma^
face of the Uniform P-Card and a sales tax exempt form may be provided to
the vendor upon request.
6. The Uniform P-Card is not intended for clothing or shoe purchases that are
ghm bg\en]^] bg ma^ CQO@xl Tgb_hkf Zg] RZ_^mr Rah^ Oheb\r. DZ\a
Cardholder will be provided a copy of the DRPA Uniform Policy prior to card
activation. The DRPA Safety Shoe Listing will be provided annually.
F. RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Cardholder
a. The Cardholder is personally responsible for ALL CHARGES made on
the Uniform P-Card. The card cannot be used for personal purchases and
doing so will result in revocation of the card and disciplinary action up to
and including suspension or termination. In addition, a cardholder who
makes unauthorized purchases may be liable for the total dollar amount of
such unauthorized purchases, plus any administrative fees charged by the
Bank in connection with the misuse.
b. Hm bl ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl k^lihglb[bebmr mh lZ_^`nZk] ma^ Tgb_hkf O-Card and
account number to the same degree that a Cardholder safeguards his/her
personal credit information. Uniform P-Cards must be kept in a secure
area at all times. The Cardholder must not allow anyone to use his/her
account number.
c. If the card is lost or stolen the Cardholder must immediately notify PNC
Bank Customer Service at 800-685-4039 Zg] CQO@xl O-Card
Administrator at 856-968-2163.
OMB AZgdxl Bnlmhf^k R^kob\^
Representatives are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
d. A new card (with authorized spending limit based on previous unused
balance) shall be promptly issued to the Cardholder after the reported loss
or theft. A card that is subsequently found by the Cardholder after being
reported lost or stolen shall be cut in half and returned to the P-Card
Administrator.
e. Orders may be placed by phone, internet or in person. Internet purchases
must be made on a secure web site which a gold lock appears at bottom
left of the screen. If you are unsure about the web site, contact the P-Card
Administrator before placing the order. Under NO circumstances should a
card number be written on a fax order. If you need to fax an order, request
that the vendor phone you to receive your credit card number.
f. Any time a purchase is made using the Uniform P-Card, whether it is done
over the counter or by telephone/internet, a document must be retained as
proof of purchase. These documents will later be used to verify the
purchases shown on the cardholder monthly statement.
g. When a purchase is made over the counter, the Cardholder shall obtain the
customer copy of the charge slip. If the charge slip does not show the
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quantities and descriptions of the items purchased, a detailed invoice or
cash register receipt indicating quantity and description of items purchased
will also be required. The charge slip, or charge slip plus register
receipt/invoice, will become the accountable document(s). (Make sure
that all charge slip carbons are destroyed.)
h. When making purchases by phone, the Cardholder shall document the
transaction by referencing the order number, product description,
quantities and dollar amount and attach appropriate order receipt to the
Uniform Card Transaction Log. Internet orders must be documented by
printed order confirmation that must be attached to the Uniform Card
Transaction Log as form of receipt.
i. The unique Uniform Procurement Card that the Cardholder receives has
his/her name embossed on it. No other person is authorized to use the
card. The card was specially designed showing the logo of the DRPA and
ma^ phk]l vC^eZpZk^ Qbo^k Ohkm @nmahkbmrw bfikbgm^] hg bm mh Zohb] [^bg`
mistaken for a personal credit card. Each Cardholder will be responsible
for verifying all charges associated with his specific account number.
When an employee receives a Uniform P-Card, he will also receive a
Uniform P-Card Transaction Log (Appendix E). The Uniform P-Card
Transaction Log must be maintained so that the Card Company bills can
be verified. It is mandatory that each Cardholder use this log to ensure
consistency with the documentation associated with the use of the
Uniform P-Card. This documentation is used to: (1) verify all purchases;
(2) audit a specific card; (3) reconcile a reported billing discrepancy; (4)
identify credits obtained and (5) assure uniforms and safety shoes
ink\aZl^] Zk^ bg \hfiebZg\^ mh ma^ CQO@xl Tgb_hkf Oheb\r Zg]
authorized Safety Shoe Listing.
j. If, for some reason, the Cardholder does not have documentation of the
transaction to send with the statement, he/she must attach an explanation
maZm bg\en]^l Z ]^l\kbimbhg h_ ma^ bm^f, ]Zm^ h_ ink\aZl^, f^k\aZgmxl gZf^,
quantity and price, and why there is no supporting documentation.
k. Cardholder is responsible for resolving disputes directly with the Vendor.
If you are unable to resolve with the Vendor, complete the dispute form on
the back of your statement and forward to PNC Bank and the P-Card
Administrator. If you are unable to resolve your dispute after contacting
the Vendor and/or the bank, contact the P-Card Administrator for further
assistance.
l. The Cardholder is responsible for ensuring that returns and their
associated credits have been properly reflected on the monthly statement.
Cardholder may not request that an anticipated credit be deducted from a
monthly statement. The charge transaction will be processed in the month
that it occurred and the credit processed the following month or when it is
received. The only exception to this will be at fiscal year end, at which
time an anticipated offsetting credit may be applied against a charge
transaction. At no time may Cardholder request a refund check from the
Bank.
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m. If purchased items or credits do not appear on the monthly statement
within 60 days after the date of the transaction, the Cardholder shall notify
the P-Card Administrator.
2. Departments
a. Prior to separation from either the department or the DRPA, the
Cardholder shall surrender the DRPA Uniform P-Card and the current
fhgmaxl lniihkmbg` ]h\nf^gmZmbhg mh abl/a^k ]bk^\mhk. Sa^ ]bk^\mhk bl mh
immediately notify the P-Card Administrator to cancel the card. Upon
receipt of the final memo statement, the director will review, approve, and
forward the monthly statement to the P-Card Administrator. The director
must indicate in the memo that (1) the Cardholder has separated from the
department and (2) cut the card in half and return it to the P-Card
Administrator.
b. Human Resource Services (HRS) will have a record of every cardholder
and their signed Employee Acknowledgement Form (Attachment 1). The
P-Card Administrator will notify HRS when he/she receives destroyed
cards from department directors to note on employees exit interview.
c. Should the Cardholder be unable to approve his/her monthly statement due
to being unavailable for an extended period of time, it is the responsibility
h_ ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl ]bk^\mhk mh \hfie^m^ ma^ fhgmaer k^\hk] d^^ibg`. Sa^
director should review and approve the monthly statement and forward it
to the P-Card Administrator on or before the 15th of the month. The
director shall indicate that he is approving the statement in the
BZk]ahe]^kxl Z[l^g\^. Sa^l^ Zk^ ma^ hger bglmZg\^l pa^g ma^ lmZm^f^gml
will be accepted by Accounts Payable without the original signature of the
Cardholder.
3. Approving Official
a. @g @iikhobg` N__b\bZe bl ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl Cbk^\mhk hk ]^lb`g^^ Zg] bl
k^lihglb[e^ _hk k^ob^pbg` Zg] Znmahkbsbg` ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl fhgmaer
statement of account to ensure that purchases are made in accordance with
DRPA Uniform and Safety Shoe policies and procedures. To assist in this
process, each Approving Official will receive a Statement of Account
provided by the P-Card Administrator on a monthly basis which details
the acmbobmr h_ Zee BZk]ahe]^kl pbmabg maZm Cbk^\mhkxl ]^iZkmf^gm. @_m^k
Cardholders review and reconcile their statements against their logs, they
are forwarded to the Approving Official for review and approval. The
Approving Official records approval electronically in the PNC Bank/Visa
P-Card system and signs and dates the statement.
b. Receipts must be attached with the Uniform P-Card Transaction Log in a
manner that will prevent loss. The Transaction Log shall remain at the
facility/department for a period of two (2) years. After the two year
period, Transaction Logs and receipts shall be stored off site for a period
of five (5) years.
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G. REPORTS:
1.

Bank Reports: PNC Bank will distribute monthly documents within five
(5) working days after the end of the 30-day billing cycle.

2.

Cardholder Statement of Account: A report for the Cardholder, which
provides a detailed listing of all purchases, credits and other transaction data
that the Cardholder has made in the 30-day billing cycle.

3.

Approving Official Account Summary: A summary listing of all
Cardholder activity for which the Official has approving authority and a
summary sheet for the current cycle.

4.

DZ\a \Zk] pbee aZo^ ma^ BZk]ahe]^kxl ikbfZkr \hlm \^gm^k gnf[^k Zllb`g^]
mh bm. Sa^ ]^iZkmf^gmxl lbqm^^g ]b`bm `^geral ledger account number will
automatically be assigned to each transaction. This information will be
transmitted from the Bank directly to Accounts Payable each month. The
charges will be processed for payment, using the cost center and account
number assigned based on the purchase. Should the Cardholders want to
charge a specific charge to another cost center, they need to contact DRPA
Finance with the reallocation information or utilize the PNC Bank/Visa PCard System.

5.

The Uniform Card program is subject to continuous internal and external
monitoring and audit.

H. CONTROLS AND FEATURES:
1.

Monthly reports and summaries, listing all transactions, will be issued by the
Bank to the P-Card Administrator. These listings will allow the P-Card
Administrator to track all Cardholder activities.

2.

More than two (2) reminders to a Cardholder that an approved monthly
statement is delinquent will be grounds for suspending or canceling the
Uniform P-Card from that user.

3.

Customized summary listings and usage reports are available to appropriate
departmental personnel. These can be used to track multiple cards for one or
more Cardholders and serve as a management tool for reviewing transactions
and usage. Contact the P-Card Administrator to review sample Management
Reports and discuss your reporting needs.

4.

Controls embedded into the card are default controls that have been put in
place by the P-Card Administrator based on DRPA Uniform and Safety Shoe
policies and procedures. These controls cover transactions that will be
declined if the Cardholder attempts to complete a transaction which is (1)
over the uniform and safety shoe purchase pre-approved monetary spending
limit; (2) for unallowable goods and services (listed in Appendix A); or (3)
for any type of cash advance or ATM transaction.
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I. PROCEDURES:
1.

Departments participating in the DRPA uniform purchasing card program
are required to follow Authority policies and procedures for the program.

2.

Complete DRPA/PNC Uniform Purchasing Card Cardholder Request Form
(Appendix B).

3.

Complete DRPA Uniform Procurement Card Participating Employee
Acknowledgement of Responsibilities Agreement (Appendix C).

4.

Complete PNC Bank Purchasing Card Agreement (Appendix D).

5.

Forward completed forms (Appendix B-D) to your Approving Official for
review and approval. Upon approval, send completed forms to DRPA PCard Administrator for processing.

6.

The P-Card Administrator will contact the Cardholder when their card is
available. All Cardholders are required to attend a brief orientation prior to
activation of their card. The card will be activated immediately following
orientation.
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DELAWARE RIVER PORT AUTHORITY
UNIFORM PROCUREMENT CARD PROGRAM
Unallowable Purchases
Blocked Goods and Services*
Alcoholic Beverages
Prescription Drugs
Gift Certificates
Cellular Phones
Gasoline
Hazardous Material
Contract Maintenance
Entertainment
Services provided through existing contracts and the Print Shop
Jewelry
Temporary Help
Travel
Personal Gifts
Financial Services
Restaurants/Meals
Florist
*

Each of the above categories will be blocked in their entirety. However, within each
category above, there are many subgroups.
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APPENDIX B
DRPA/PNC UNIFORM PROCUREMENT CARD
CARDHOLDER REQUEST FORM
(CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)
Please PRINT clearly, COMPLETE all required information and SIGN where
indicated:
1. Employee Full Name: ________________________________________
2. Employee Bridge Facility: ____________________________________
3. Employee Department/Title: __________________________________
4. Last 4 digits of SS #:________________________________
5. Birth Date (mm/dd/year):___________________________
Employee Signature: ___________________________________________
Form must be submitted to Susan Squillace, DRPA P-Card Manager, Purchasing,
along with the following required Forms to process PNC Bank Card request:
+( kEO`bWQW^ObW\U 9[^Z]gSS 5QY\]eZSRUS[S\b ]T GSa^]\aWPWZWbWSal SIGNED by
Employee and Authorizing Director
,( kEC7 6O\Y Ec`QVOaW\U 7O`R i 7O`RV]ZRS` >[^ZS[S\bObW]\ ;]`[)9[^Z]gSS
JaOUS 5U`SS[S\bl H><C98 Pg 9[^Z]gSS

Note: By submitting this Form and all other required Forms to process requested
PNC Uniform Card, Employee hereby acknowledges that they received, reviewed
O\R OQQS^bSR 8GE5ma EC7 J\WT]`[ 7O`R E]ZWQWSa O\R E`]QSRc`Sa(
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APPENDIX C
Participating Employee Acknowledgement of Responsibilities
By participating in the Delaware River Port Authority Uniform Card program as a
Cardholder, you personally assume responsibilities pertaining to the operation of the
Procurement Card Program. Please see the Uniform Card Program Guidelines for a
complete list of responsibilities, which include but are not limited to the following:
The Delaware River Port Authority Uniform Card is to be used for authorized
business expenditures only. The Uniform Card may only be used within the
policies and procedures outlined for the Uniform Card Program.
The Uniform Card will be issued in the name of the employee. By
accepting the card, the employee assumes responsibility for the card and will
be personally responsible for all charges made with the card. The card is not
transferable and may not be used by anyone other than the Cardholder.
The Uniform Card must be maintained within the highest level of security. If
the card is lost or stolen, or if the Cardholder suspects the card or account
number has been compromised, the Cardholder agrees to immediately notify
PNC Bank and the DRPA Procurement Card Administrator. Oral notification
is to be followed up by written confirmation.
On a monthly basis, the Cardholder will receive a statement listing all activity
associated with the card. This activity will include purchases and credits
made during the reporting period. While the Cardholder will not be
responsible for making payments, the Cardholder will be responsible for the
verification and reconciliation of all account activity.
BZk]ahe]^kxl Z\\hngml pbee [^ ln[c^\m mh i^kbh]b\ k^ob^pl Zg] Zn]bml. Ar
accepting the card, the Cardholder agrees to comply with these reviews and
audits. The Cardholder will be asked to produce their card to validate its
existence and produce statements and receipts to verify appropriate use.
Policies and Procedures related to the Uniform Card may be updated or
changed at any time. The DRPA will promptly notify all cardholders of these
changes. The Cardholder agrees to, and will be responsible for, the execution
of any program changes.
The Cardholder agrees to surrender and cease use of the card upon termination
of employment, whether from retirement, voluntary separation, resignation or
dismissal. In addition, the Cardholder must surrender and cease use of the
card in the event of transfer or relocation. The Cardholder may also be asked

5.

to and agrees to surrender the card at any time deemed necessary by
management.
No subsequent invoice should be received from the vendor related to any
Procurement Card purchases.
Misuse, including but not limited to, personal use or unauthorized use and/or
fraudulent use of the card will result in disciplinary action, up to and including
termination, reimbursement and/or civil or criminal penalties.
Onk\aZl^l fZr ghm [^ liebm [r ma^ BZk]ahe]^k mh d^^i ng]^k ma^ \Zk]xl
transaction limit.
By signing below, I acknowledge that I have read and agree to the terms and conditions
of this document. I certify that as a participating Cardholder of the Delaware River Port
Authority Procurement Card Program, I understand and assume the responsibilities listed
above.
____________________
Employee Signature

_______________
Title

____________________
Name (Print)

_______________
Date

____________________
Authorizing Director

_______________
Title

____________________
Name (Print)

_______________
Date
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